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The writings of the four social thinkers profiled in this part—Karl Marx, Émile Durkheim, Max 
Weber, and Georg Simmel—constitute what is regarded as “the canon” in sociological theory. 
Their ideas form the basis for much subsequent sociological theorizing. As such, sociological 

theory since Marx, Durkheim, Weber, and Simmel can be seen as an attempt to amplify, expand, and 
critique their ideas. Singly and collectively, these thinkers have a clear relation to the classical tradition 
in sociological theory—a tradition that endeavored to explain, interpret, and critique modern society 
through systematic theorizing. While Simmel’s sociology did not achieve the high level of systemiza-
tion as that of his three near contemporaries, he is nonetheless included as part of the classical tradi-
tion because of his early insights into the social life of modern individuals.

In “Commodity Fetishism,” Karl Marx explains how a commodity—any object that satisfies human 
wants—takes on a mystical quality beyond its use-value, or intrinsic utility. This is because under 
capitalism, commodities are exchanged not on the basis of their inherent utility but on the basis of 
their exchange-value (price). Their exchange-value is determined by the amount of human labor-
power (in the form of brains, nerves, and muscles) and labor-time (measured in hours, days, weeks, 
etc.) required to produce them. Accordingly, different commodities that were qualitatively unequal 
are now quantitatively equal if the same amount of labor-power and labor-time is expended in their 
production. The fetishism of commodities occurs when people forget that it is their labor that gives a 
product its value and existence. Instead, people begin to lose control over what they produce when 
they start to believe that the value of a commodity is a natural property of the thing itself. Commodity 
fetishism is a type of alienation because people see commodities has having an independent existence 
that then becomes coercive to the individual. Commodity fetishism distorts people’s perception of 
their social world. Instead of seeing commodities as products of their own creation, they regard them 
as natural, permanent, and unchangeable.

In “Alienated Labor,” Marx maintains that workers become commodities when, in relation to the 
capitalists, they exchange for wages their labor-power, which itself becomes an object of production. 
This introduces another important concept in Marxian thought: alienation, a state of estrangement 
that occurs when the consequences of people’s actions are in contradiction to or removed from their 
creations, motives, needs, and goals. Under capitalism, alienation takes four general forms: (1) The 
worker is alienated from the product of his or her labor because he or she has no control over the 
product, (2) the worker is alienated from his or her labor because he or she has sold it for wages,  
(3) the worker is alienated from himself or herself as a human being because he or she is not fulfilling 
his or her true essence, and (4) the worker is alienated from others, with the relationship between 
capitalist and worker, for example, being one of mutual indifference, as human relations are reduced 
to mere commodity exchanges.

PA R T  I V
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92 THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY

Marx’s theory of the historical development of how things are produced, the modes of production, 
is articulated in “Historical Materialism.” Here, Marx identifies three successive modes or stages of 
production in Western history. First, there is tribal society, where the means of production are 
 simple—fishing, gathering, and hunting—and so is the division of labor. Next is ancient communal 
property, where the forces of production are beginning to develop (technology, raw materials, and 
labor-power) and the division of labor increases. In this stage, most of the production was done by 
slaves. Third, under feudalism, not slaves but serfs were motivated to produce on the estate, not only 
for the landowners but also for themselves. Marx then shifts the discussion from the modes of pro-
duction to the production of consciousness—how ideas are developed. He famously states that ideas do 
not determine the material conditions of life, but rather, it is the material conditions of life that deter-
mine ideas. In other words, people’s real-life experiences always influence their ways of thinking.

Émile Durkheim begins the selection “Mechanical and Organic Solidarity” with the concept of the 
collective conscience—a sort of group mind that consists of all of the beliefs and sentiments that are 
held in common by the majority of people in a society. The collective conscience arises from the fact 
that the members of that society share similar characteristics. As such, the collective conscience unites 
people; it contributes to social solidarity. The type of solidarity produced from the fact that individuals 
resemble each other, that they see themselves similarly, is what Durkheim calls mechanical. Here, the 
collective conscience is strong and controlling. The type of solidarity that arises from functional dif-
ferences based on the division of labor is what Durkheim refers to as organic. In this case, people bond 
together in interdependence; they rely on each other’s specialized capacities. Here, the collective 
conscience is weaker, and people have greater freedom to pursue their individual interests.

In “Types of Suicide,” Durkheim treats suicide not as a personal act but as a social phenomenon. 
As such, he explains a group’s suicide rate as being correlated with that group’s degree of solidarity or 
integration, as well as with its degree of control or regulation. Durkheim defines suicide broadly as any 
circumstance that directly or indirectly leads to a victim’s intention to die. In the case of a group with 
too little social integration, group members feel detached from others—from the collective 
 conscience—and thus experience excessive individualism. This causes the type of suicide called ego-
istic. In a group with too much social integration, the group members experience intense altruism. 
This leads to altruistic suicide, in which they sacrifice their lives for the group. In the case of a group 
with too little social regulation, individuals’ unlimited desires and unattainable goals are not properly 
satisfied, restricted, or restrained. This gives rise to the type of suicide called anomic. Finally, in the 
case of a group with too much social regulation, individuals’ hopes and dreams and their freedoms 
and initiatives are excessively oppressed. This contributes to the fatalistic type of suicide.

In 1895, Durkheim published The Rules of Sociological Method with the aims of establishing pre-
cisely what sociology’s subject matter is and distinguishing it from biological and psychological phe-
nomena. In an excerpt from that book, the reading titled “Social Facts,” Durkheim states that the 
proper study of sociology is the study of social facts—ways of acting, thinking, and feeling that are 
external to the individual and that have a constraining influence on the individual’s behavior. The 
division of labor, social solidarity, and the suicide rate—as collective beliefs, tendencies, and 
 practices—are social facts. Their source is not the individual but society.

In “The Rationalism of Western Civilization,” Max Weber poses the question that was the corner-
stone of his sociological thinking: What combination of cultural and historical factors led modern 
Western civilization to develop a high degree of rationalism in various arenas of social life—science, 
law, music, the state, the economy, and so forth? By rationalism, Weber is referring to a deliberate, 
systematic, and efficient way of organizing social actions in, above all, a society’s legal, religious, eco-
nomic, and political realms. He spends the balance of the essay analyzing the rational aspects of the 
type of capitalism that had its unique development only in the modern West: industrial capitalism. 
This type of capitalism, Weber explains, is characterized by, among other things, free labor, market 
rewards, bookkeeping, organization of labor efficiently administered, and a methodical work ethic.

In his most famous work of 1905, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, Weber argues that 
the “spirit” of modern capitalism—the way in which social life in the economy is organized—arises out 
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of a particular religious “ethos”: ascetic Protestantism, or Puritanism. In the reading, “The Spirit of 
Capitalism,” Weber explains that under this ethos, punctuality, industry, and frugality are seen as virtues 
to be used for one reason only: the relentless accumulation of money and its reinvestment. This pursuit 
of wealth is seen as a vocational “calling” to which everyone has an ethical duty; in other words, everyone 
has an obligation to work. The dedication to work for profit in the manner of a calling, says Weber, 
originated from this religious rationalism—from a complex combination of ascetic Protestant values.

In “Types of Authority,” Weber defines domination or authority as the probability that a specific 
group of people will obey a given command. For authority to be obeyed, it must be seen as credible 
or legitimate. Different types of legitimacy support various types of authority. Thus, legitimacy based 
on the belief in the abstract rules of an impersonal order, a bureaucracy, is legal-rational authority; 
legitimacy founded on long-standing sacred rules is traditional authority; and legitimacy grounded in 
the leader’s extraordinary qualities of personality is charismatic authority.

“The Stranger” is an excursus written by Georg Simmel in 1908 where he treats the stranger not 
as an individual but as a social type, a sort of composite profile. But the stranger—or more precisely 
the quality of strangeness—is also to be understood as a specific form of interaction in relation to a 
particular group to which he or she does not originally belong. For Simmel, the stranger is, at the 
same time, both near and far in relation to the group. On the one hand, the stranger is close to group 
members because he or she shares certain general features with them, having to do, for example, 
with nationality or humanity. On the other hand, the stranger is also distant precisely because, not 
being fully part of the group, these features are not specific enough, and he or she does not share in 
the group’s uniqueness. It is within this dialectic of nearness and remoteness that the stranger is 
freed from relational entanglements with group members; he or she possesses an objectivity that 
they do not. This objectivity endows the stranger with an unbiased viewpoint, thus making him or 
her a confidant to group members. Objectivity also frees the stranger from commitments to the 
group.

In addition to the social type, like the stranger, Simmel, in “Dyad and Triad,” examines various 
forms of sociation, or patterns of interaction. The most fundamental of these is the dyad, a relationship 
that consists of only two social units—be they two people, two families, or two countries. There are 
specific characteristics that pertain only to dyadic relationships and no others. For example, two is the 
maximum number of individuals who can keep a secret relatively secure, largely because each of the 
individuals feels directly confronted by and responsible to the other. Contrary to larger associations, 
the dyad is not a group with a superpersonal structure. Indeed, it is a particularly fragile arrangement 
because it can quickly come to an end when one participant withdraws. In an association of three 
social units, the triad, the third member can, in the case of a conflict, serve as a mediator between the 
other two members and thus preserve the group. However, the third party, in an attempt at divide and 
conquer, may create and exploit the conflict between the other two participants to his or her 
advantage.

“The Metropolis and Mental Life” was originally a lecture that Simmel gave in 1903. Here, he 
describes how the urban dweller, or metropolitan, as a social type, is a product of life in the big 
city. The city creates a certain mental attitude through which people develop particular relation-
ships with each other. This attitude arises from the fact that people in cities experience a high 
degree of sensory stimulation—an overstimulation, in fact—as they are constantly bombarded by 
an overwhelming variety of sensual stimuli: the fast pace of city life and the various sights, smells, 
sounds, and so on. As a kind of self-protection from this sensory overload, urban residents 
develop a heightened awareness of events, thus making them more reliant on intellect than on 
emotion. They thus relate to others impersonally, calculatingly, and pragmatically. Above all, 
people who live in cities develop a blasé attitude that makes them appear distant and aloof. In 
addition, they may adopt a defense mechanism, which Simmel characterized as a blunting of 
discrimination, seeing everything and everyone in flat colorless tones; nothing distracts, and 
nothing stands out. Finally, urbanites also exhibit reserve—they keep to themselves, thus seeming 
to be indifferent, cold, and heartless.
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17
Capital
A Critique of Political Economy

Karl Marx

The Process of Capitalist Production Translated  
from the Third German Edition by 
Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling

Edited by
Frederick Engels

Revised and Amplified According to the Fourth  
German Edition by 
Ernest Untermann

A commodity appears, at first sight, a very 
trivial thing, and easily understood. Its 
analysis shows that it is, in reality, a very 

queer thing, abounding in metaphysical subtleties 
and theological niceties. So far as it is a value in 
use, there is nothing mysterious about it, whether 
we consider it from the point of view that by its 
properties it is capable of satisfying human wants, 
or from the point that those properties are the 
product of human labour. It is as clear as noon day, 
that man, by his industry, changes the forms of the 
materials furnished by Nature, in such a way as to 
make them useful to him. The form of wood, for 
instance, is altered, by making a table out of it. Yet, 

for all that, the table continues to be that common, 
every day thing, wood. But, so soon as it steps forth 
as a commodity, it is changed into something tran-
scendent. It not only stands with its feet on the 
ground, but, in relation to all other commodities, 
it stands on its head, and evolves out of its wooden 
brain grotesque ideas, far more wonderful than 
“table-turning” ever was.

The mystical character of commodities does 
not originate, therefore, in their use value. Just as 
little does it proceed from the nature of the deter-
mining factors of value. For, in the first place, 
however varied the useful kinds of labour, or 
productive activities, may be, it is a physiological 
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96 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

fact, that they are functions of the human organ-
ism, and that each such function, whatever may 
be its nature or form, is essentially the expendi-
ture of human brain, nerves, muscles, &c. Sec-
ondly, with regard to that which forms the 
ground work for the quantitative determination 
of value, namely, the duration of that expendi-
ture, or the quantity of labour, it is quite clear that 
there is a palpable difference between its quantity 
and quality. In all states of society, the labour 
time that it costs to produce the means of subsis-
tence, must necessarily be an object of interest to 
mankind, though not of equal interest in differ-
ent stages of development.1And lastly, from the 
moment that men in any way work for one 
another, their labour assumes a social form.

Whence, then, arises the enigmatical charac-
ter of the product of labour, so soon as it assumes 
the form of commodities? Clearly from this form 
itself. The equality of all sorts of human labour is 
expressed objectively by their products all being 
equally values; the measure of the expenditure of 
labour-power by the duration of that expendi-
ture, takes the form of the quantity of value of the 
products of labour; and finally the mutual rela-
tions of the producers, within which the social 
character of their labour affirms itself, take the 
form of a social relation between the products.

A commodity is therefore a mysterious thing, 
simply because in it the social character of men’s 
labour appears to them as an objective character 
stamped upon the product of that labour; 
because the relation of the producers to the sum 
total of their own labour is presented to them as 
a social relation, existing not between them-
selves, but between the products of their labour. 
This is the reason why the products of labour 
become commodities, social things whose qual-
ities are at the same time perceptible and imper-
ceptible by the senses. In the same way the light 
from an object is perceived by us not as the 
subjective excitation of our optic nerve, but as 
the objective form of something outside the eye 
itself. But, in the act of seeing, there is at all 

1 Among the ancient Germans the unit for measuring land was 
what could be harvested in a day, and was called Tagwerk, Tag-
wanne (jurnale, or terra jurnalis, or diornalis), Mannsmaad, &c. 
(See G. L. von Maurer Einleitung zur Geschichte der Mark—, &c. 
Verfassung, Mũnchen, 1859, p. 129–59.)

events, an actual passage of light from one thing 
to another, from the external object to the eye. 
There is a physical relation between physical 
things. But it is different with commodities. 
There, the existence of the things quâ commod-
ities, and the value relation between the prod-
ucts of labour which stamps them as 
commodities, have absolutely no connection 
with their physical properties and with the 
material relations arising therefrom. There it is 
a definite social relation between men, that 
assumes, in their eyes, the fantastic form of a 
relation between things. In order, therefore, to 
find an analogy, we must have recourse to the 
mist enveloped regions of the religious world. In 
that world the productions of the human brain 
appear as independent beings endowed with 
life, and entering into relation both with one 
another and the human race. So it is in the 
world of commodities with the products of 
men’s hands. This I call the Fetishism which 
attaches itself to the products of labour, so soon 
as they are produced as commodities, and 
which is therefore inseparable from the produc-
tion of commodities.

This Fetishism of commodities has its origin, 
as the foregoing analysis has already shown, in 
the peculiar social character of the labour that 
produces them.

As a general rule, articles of utility become 
commodities, only because they are products of 
the labour of private individuals or groups of indi-
viduals who carry on their work independently of 
each other. The sum total of the labour of all these 
private individuals forms the aggregate labour of 
society. Since the producers do not come into 
social contact with each other until they exchange 
their products, the specific social character of each 
producer’s labour does not show itself except in 
the act of exchange. In other words, the labour of 
the individual asserts itself as a part of the labour 
of society, only by means of the relations which the 
act of exchange establishes directly between the 
products, and indirectly, through them, between 
the producers. To the latter, therefore, the relations 
connecting the labour of one individual with that 
of the rest appear, not as direct social relations 
between individuals at work, but as what they 
really are, material relations between persons and 
social relations between things.Draf
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We have proceeded from the premises of 
political economy. We have accepted 
its language and its laws. We presup-

posed private property, the separation of labor, 
capital and land, and of wages, profit of capital 
and rent of land—likewise division of labor, com-
petition, the concept of exchange-value, etc. On 
the basis of political economy itself, in its own 
words, we have shown that the worker sinks to 
the level of a commodity and becomes indeed the 
most wretched of commodities; that the wretch-
edness of the worker is in inverse proportion to 
the power and magnitude of his production; that 
the necessary result of competition is the accu-
mulation of capital in a few hands, and thus the 
restoration of monopoly in a more terrible form; 
and that finally the distinction between capitalist 
and land-rentier, like that between the tiller of 
the soil and the factory-worker, disappears and 
that the whole of society must fall apart into the 
two classes—property-owners and propertyless 
workers.

Political economy proceeds from the fact of 
private property; but it does not explain it to us. 
It expresses in general, abstract formulas the 
material process through which private property 
actually passes, and these formulas it then takes 

for laws. It does not comprehend these laws—i.e., 
it does not demonstrate how they arise from the 
very nature of private property. Political econ-
omy does not disclose the source of the division 
between labor and capital, and between capital 
and land. When, for example, it defines the rela-
tionship of wages to profit, it takes the interest of 
the capitalists to be the ultimate cause; i.e., it 
takes for granted what it is supposed to evolve. 
Similarly, competition comes in everywhere. It is 
explained from external circumstances. As to 
how far these external and apparently fortuitous 
circumstances are but the expression of a neces-
sary course of development, political economy 
teaches us nothing. We have seen how, to it, 
exchange itself appears to it be a fortuitous fact. 
The only wheels which political economy sets in 
motion are avarice, and the war amongst the 
avaricious—competition.

Precisely because political economy does not 
grasp the connections within the movement, it 
was possible to counterpoise, for instance, the 
doctrine of competition to the doctrine of monop-
oly, the doctrine of craft-liberty to the doctrine of 
the corporation, the doctrine of the division of 
landed property to the doctrine of the big estate—
for competition, craft-liberty and the division of 

18
Economic and Philosophic 
Manuscripts of 1844
Karl Marx
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98 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

landed property were explained and compre-
hended only as fortuitous, premeditated and vio-
lent consequences of monopoly, the corporation, 
and feudal property, not as their necessary, inevi-
table and natural consequences.

Now, therefore, we have to grasp the essential 
connection between private property, avarice, 
and the separation of labour, capital and landed 
property; between exchange and competition, 
value and the devaluation of men, monopoly and 
competition, etc.; the connection between this 
whole estrangement and the money-system.

Do not let us go back to a fictitious primordial 
condition as the political economist does, when 
he tries to explain. Such a primordial condition 
explains nothing. He merely pushes the question 
away into a grey nebulous distance. He assumes 
in the form of fact, of an event, what he is sup-
posed to deduce—namely, the necessary rela-
tionship between two things—between, for 
example, division of labour and exchange. Theol-
ogy in the same way explains the origin of evil by 
the fall of man: that is, it assumes as a fact, in 
historical form, what has to be explained. 

We proceed from an actual economic fact.
The worker becomes all the poorer the more 

wealth he produces, the more his production 
increases in power and range. The worker 
becomes an ever cheaper commodity the more 
commodities he creates. With the increasing 
value of the world of things proceeds in direct 
proportion the devaluation of the world of men. 
Labour produces not only commodities: it pro-
duces itself and the worker as a commodity—and 
does so in the proportion in which it produces 
commodities generally.

This fact expresses merely that the object 
which labour produces—labour’s product— 
confronts it as something alien, as a power inde-
pendent of the producer. The product of labour is 
labour which has been congealed in an object, 
which has become material: it is the objectifica-
tion of labour. Labour’s realization is its objectifi-
cation. In the conditions dealt with by political 
economy this realization of labour .appears as 
loss of reality for the workers; objectification as 
loss of the object and object-bondage; appropria-
tion as estrangement, as alienation.1

1 Alienation—Entäusserung: See Entäusserung in “Translator’s 
Note on Terminology.”—Ed.

So much does labour’s realization appear as 
loss of reality that the worker loses reality to the 
point of starving to death. So much does objecti-
fication appear as loss of the object that the 
worker is robbed of the objects most necessary 
not only for his life but for his work. Indeed, 
labour itself becomes an object which he can get 
hold of only with the greatest effort and with the 
most irregular interruptions. So much does the 
appropriation of the object appear as estrange-
ment that the more objects the worker produces 
the fewer can he possess and the more he falls 
under the dominion of his product, capital.

All these consequences are contained in the 
definition that the worker is related to the prod-
uct of his labour as to an alien object. For on this 
premise it is clear that the more the worker 
spends himself, the more powerful the alien 
objective world becomes which he creates over-
against himself, the poorer he himself—his inner 
world—becomes, the less belongs to him as his 
own. It is the same in religion. The more man 
puts into God, the less he retains in himself. The 
worker puts his life into the object; but now his 
life no longer belongs to him but to the object. 
Hence, the greater this activity, the greater is the 
worker’s lack of objects. Whatever the product of 
his labour is, he is not. Therefore the greater this 
product, the less is he himself. The alienation of 
the worker in his product means not only that his 
labour becomes an object, an external existence, 
but that it exists outside him, independently, as 
something alien to him, and that it becomes a 
power on its own confronting him; it means that 
the life which he has conferred on the object 
confronts him as something hostile and alien.

Let us now look more closely at the objectifica-
tion, at the production of the worker; and therein 
at the estrangement, the loss of the object, his 
product.

The worker can create nothing without nature, 
without the sensuous external world. It is the 
material on which his labour is manifested, in 
which it is active, from which and by means of 
which it produces.

But just as nature provides labour with the 
means of life in the sense that labour cannot live 
without objects on which to operate, on the other 
hand, it also provides the means of life in the 
more restricted sense—i.e., the means for the 
physical subsistence of the worker himself.
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Thus the more the worker by his labour 
appropriates the external world, sensuous nature, 
the more he deprives himself of means of life in 
the double respect: first, that the sensuous exter-
nal world more and more ceases to be an object 
belonging to his labour—to be his labour’s means 
of life: and secondly, that it more and more ceases 
to be means of life in the immediate sense, means 
for the physical subsistence of the worker.

Thus in this double respect the worker 
becomes a slave of his object, first, in that he 
receives an object of labour, i.e., in that he receives 
work; and secondly, in that he receives means of 
subsistence. Therefore, it enables him to exist, 
first, as a worker; and, second, as a physical sub-
ject. The extremity of this bondage is that it is 
only as a worker that he continues to maintain 
himself as a physical subject, and that it is only as 
a physical subject that he is a worker.

(The laws of political economy express the 
estrangement of the worker in his object thus: the 
more the worker produces, the less he has to 
consume; the more values he creates, the more 
valueless, the more unworthy he becomes; the 
better formed his product, the more deformed 
becomes the worker; the more civilized his 
object, the more barbarous becomes the worker; 
the mightier labour becomes, the more powerless 
becomes the worker; the more ingenious labour 
becomes, the duller becomes the worker and the 
more he becomes nature’s bondsman.)

Political economy conceals the estrangement 
inherent in the nature of labour by not consider-
ing the direct relationship between the worker 
(labour) and production. It is true that labour 
produces for the rich wonderful things—but for 
the worker it produces privation. It produces 
palaces—but for the worker, hovels. It produces 
beauty—but for the worker, deformity. It 
replaces labour by machines—but some of the 
workers it throws hack to a barbarous type of 
labour, and the other workers it turns into 
machines. It produces intelligence—but for the 
worker idiocy, cretinism.

The direct relationship of labour to its produce 
is the relationship of the worker to the objects of his 
production. The relationship of the man of means 
to the objects of production and to production 
itself is only a consequence of this first 
 relationship—and confirms it. We shall consider 
this other aspect later.

When we ask, then, what is the essential rela-
tionship of labour we are asking about the rela-
tionship of the worker to production.

Till now we have been considering the 
estrangement, the alienation of the worker only 
in one of its aspects, i.e., the worker’s relationship 
to the products of his labour. But the estrange-
ment is manifested not only in the result but in 
the act of production—within the producing 
activity itself. How would the worker come to 
face the product of his activity as a stranger, were 
it not that in the very act of production he was 
estranging himself from himself? The product is 
after all but the summary of the activity, of pro-
duction. If then the product of labour is alien-
ation, production itself must be active alienation, 
the alienation of activity, the activity of alien-
ation. In the estrangement of the object of 
labour is merely summarized the estrangement, 
the alienation, in the activity of labour itself.

What, then, constitutes the alienation of 
labour?

First, the fact that labour is external to the 
worker, i.e., it does not belong to his essential 
being; that in his work, therefore, he does not 
affirm himself but denies himself, does not feel 
content but unhappy, does not develop freely 
his physical and mental energy but mortifies his 
body and ruins his mind. The worker therefore 
only feels himself outside his work, and in his 
work feels outside himself. He is at home when 
he is not working, and when he is working he is 
not at home. His labour is therefore not volun-
tary, but coerced; it is forced labour. It is there-
fore not the satisfaction of a need; it is merely a 
means to satisfy needs external to it. Its alien 
character emerges clearly in the fact that as 
soon as no physical or other compulsion exists, 
labour is shunned like the plague. Exter-
nal labour, in which man alienates himself, is a 
labour of self-sacrifice, of mortification. Lastly, 
the external character of labour for the worker 
appears in the fact that it is not his own, but 
someone else’s, that it does not belong to him, 
that in it he belongs, not to himself, but to 
another. Just as in religion the spontaneous 
activity of the human imagination, of the 
human brain and the human heart, operates 
independently of the individual—that is, oper-
ates on him as an alien, divine or diabolical 
activity—in the same way the worker’s activity 
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100 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

is not his spontaneous activity. It belongs to 
another; it is the loss of his self.

As a result, therefore, man (the worker) no 
longer feels himself to be freely active in any but 
his animal functions—eating, drinking, procreat-
ing, or at most in his dwelling and in dressing-up, 
etc.; and in his human functions he no longer 
feels himself to be anything but an animal. What 
is animal becomes human and what is human 
becomes animal.

Certainly eating, drinking, procreating, etc., 
are also genuinely human functions. But in the 
abstraction which separates them from the 
sphere of all other human activity and turns 
them into sole and ultimate ends, they are 
animal.

We have considered the act of estranging prac-
tical human activity, labour, in two of its aspects. 
(1) The relation of the worker to the product of 
labour as an alien object exercising power over 
him. This relation is at the same time the relation 
to the sensuous external world, to the objects of 
nature as an alien world antagonistically opposed 
to him. (2) The relation of labour to the act of 
production within the labour process. This rela-
tion is the relation of the worker to his own activ-
ity as an alien activity not belonging to him; it is 
activity as suffering, strength as weakness, beget-
ting as emasculating, the worker’s own physical 
and mental energy, his personal life or what is life 
other than activity—as an activity which is turned 
against him, neither depends on nor belongs to 
him. Here we have self-estrangement, as we had 
previously the estrangement of the thing.

We have yet a third aspect of estranged labour 
to deduce from the two already considered.

Man is a species being, not only because in 
practice and in theory he adopts the species as 
his object (his own as well as those of other 
things), but—and this is only another way of 
expressing it—but also because he treats himself 
as the actual, living species; because he treats 
himself as a universal and therefore a free being.

The life of the species, both in man and in 
animals, consists physically in the fact that man 
(like the animal) lives on inorganic nature; and 
the more universal man is compared with an 
animal, the more universal is the sphere of inor-
ganic nature on which he lives. Just as plants, 
animals, stones, the air, light, etc., constitute a 
part of human consciousness in the realm of 

theory, partly as objects of natural science, partly 
as objects of art—his spiritual inorganic nature, 
spiritual nourishment which he must first pre-
pare to make it palatable and digestable—so too 
in the realm of practice they constitute a part of 
human life and human activity. Physically man 
lives only on these products of nature, whether 
they appear in the form of food, heating, clothes, 
a dwelling, or whatever it may be. The universal-
ity of man is in practice manifested precisely in 
the universality which makes all nature his inor-
ganic body—both inasmuch as nature is (1) his 
direct means of life, and (2) the material, the 
object, and the instrument of his life-activity. 
Nature is man’s inorganic body—nature, that is, in 
so far as it is not itself the human body. Man lives 
on nature—means that nature is his body, with 
which he must remain in continuous intercourse 
if he is not to die. That man’s physical and spiri-
tual life is linked to nature means simply that 
nature is linked to itself, for man is a part of 
nature.

In estranging from man (1) nature, and (2) 
himself, his own active functions, his life-activity, 
estranged labour estranges the species from man. 
It turns for him the life of the species into a means 
of individual life. First it estranges the life of the 
species and individual life, and secondly it makes 
individual life in its abstract form the purpose of 
the life of the species, likewise in its abstract and 
estranged form.

For in the first place labour, life-activity, pro-
ductive life itself, appears to man merely as a 
means of satisfying a need—the need to maintain 
the physical existence. Yet the productive life is 
the life of the species. It is life-engendering life. 
The whole character of a species—its species 
character—is contained in the character of its 
life-activity; and free, conscious activity is man’s 
species character. Life itself appears only as a 
means to life.

The animal is immediately identical with its 
life-activity. It does not distinguish itself from it. 
It is its life-activity. Man makes his life-activity 
itself the object of his will and of his conscious-
ness. He has conscious life-activity. It is not a 
determination with which he directly merges. 
Conscious life-activity directly distinguishes man 
from animal life-activity. It is just because of this 
that he is a species being. Or it is only because he 
is a species being that he is a Conscious Being, 
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i.e., that his own life is an object for him. Only 
because of that is his activity free activity. 
Estranged labour reverses this relationship, so 
that it is just because man is a conscious being 
that he makes his life-activity, his essential being, 
a mere means to his existence.

In creating an objective world by his practi-
cal activity, in working-up inorganic nature, 
man proves himself a conscious species being, 
i.e., as a being that treats the species as its own 
essential being, or that treats itself as a species 
being. Admittedly animals also produce. They 
build themselves nests, dwellings, like the bees, 
beavers, ants, etc. But an animal only produces 
what it immediately needs for itself or its 
young. It produces one-sidedly, whilst man 
produces universally. It produces only under 
the dominion of immediate physical need, 
whilst man produces even when he is free from 
physical need and only truly produces in free-
dom therefrom. An animal produces only 
itself, whilst man reproduces the whole of 
nature. An animal’s product belongs immedi-
ately to its physical body, whilst man freely 
confronts his product. An animal forms things 
In accordance with the standard and the need 
of the species to which it belongs, whilst man 
knows how to produce in accordance with the 
standard of every species, and knows how to 
apply everywhere the inherent standard to the 
object. Man therefore also forms things in 
accordance with the laws of beauty.

It is just in the working-up of the objective 
world, therefore, that man first really proves 
himself to be a species being. This production is 
his active species life. Through and because of 
this production, nature appears as his work and 
his reality. The object of labour is, therefore, 
the objectification of man’s species life: for he 
duplicates himself not only, as in conscious-
ness, intellectually, but also actively, in reality, 
and therefore he contemplates himself In a 
world that he has created. In tearing away from 
man the object of his production, therefore, 
estranged labour tears from him his species life, 
his real species objectivity, and transforms his 
advantage over animals into the disadvantage 
that his inorganic body, nature, is taken from 
him.

Similarly, in degrading spontaneous activity, 
free activity, to a means, estranged labour makes 

man’s species life a means to his physical 
existence.

The consciousness which man has of his spe-
cies is thus transformed by estrangement in such 
a way that the species life becomes for him a 
means.

Estranged labour turns thus:

(3) Man’s species being, both nature and his 
spiritual species property, into a being alien to 
him, into a means to his individual existence. It 
estranges man’s own body from him, as it does 
external nature and his spiritual essence, his 
human being.

(4) An immediate consequence of the fact that 
man is estranged from the product of his labour, 
from his life-activity, from his species being is the 
estrangement of man from man. If a man is con-
fronted by himself, he is confronted by the other 
man. What applies to a man’s relation to his 
work, to the product of his labour and to himself, 
also holds of a man’s relation to the other man, 
and to the other man’s labour and object of 
labour.

In fact, the proposition that man’s species 
nature is estranged from him means that one 
man is estranged from the other, as each of them 
is from man’s essential nature.2

2 Species nature (and earlier species being)—Gattungswesen: 
man’s essential nature—menschlichen Wesen: see Wesen in “Trans-
lator’s Note on Terminology.”

The following short passages from Feuerbach’s Essence of 
Christianity may help readers to understand the ideological back-
ground to this part of Marx’s thought, and, incidentally, to see 
how Marx accepted but infused with new content concepts made 
current by Feuerbach as well as by Hegel and the political 
economists;

“What is this essential difference between man and the 
brute?  . . . Consciousness—but consciousness in the strict sense; 
for the consciousness implied in the feeling of self as an individ-
ual, in discrimination by the senses, in the perception and even 
judgement of outward things according to definite sensible signs, 
cannot be denied to the brutes. Consciousness in the strictest 
sense is present only in a being to whom his species, his essential 
nature, is an object of thought. The brute is indeed conscious of 
himself as an individual—and he has accordingly the feeling of 
self as the common centre of successive sensations—but not as a 
species.  .  .  . In practical life we have to do with individuals; in 
science, with species. . . . But only a being to whom his own spe-
cies, his own nature, is an object of thought, can make the essen-
tial nature of other things or beings an object of thought. . . . The 
brute has only a simple, man a twofold life; in the brute, the inner 
life is one with the outer. Man has both an inner and an outer life. 
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The estrangement of man, and in fact every 
relationship in which man stands to himself, is 
first realized and expressed in the relationship in 
which a man stands to other men.

Hence within the relationship of estranged 
labour each man views the other in accordance 
with the standard and the position in which he 
finds himself as a worker.

We took our departure from a fact of political 
economy—the estrangement of the worker and 
his production. We have formulated the concept 
of this fact—estranged, alienated labour. We have 
analysed this concept—hence analysing merely a 
fact of political economy.

Let us now see, further, how in real life the 
concept of estranged, alienated labour must 
express and present itself.

If the product of labour is alien to me, if it 
confronts me as an alien power, to whom, then, 
does it belong?

If my own activity does not belong to me, if it 
is an alien, a coerced activity, to whom, then, 
does it belong?

To a being other than me.
Who is this being?
The gods? To be sure, in the earliest times the 

principal production (for example, the building 
of temples, etc., in Egypt, India and Mexico) 
appears to be in the service of the gods, and Hie 
product belongs to the gods. However, the gods 
on their own were never the lords of labour. No 

The inner life of man is the life which has relation to his species—
to his general, as distinguished from his individual nature. . . . The 
brute can exercise no function which has relation to its species 
without another individual external to itself; but man can per-
form the functions of thought and speech, which strictly imply 
such a relation, apart from another individual. . . . Man is in fact 
at once I and Thou; he can put himself in the place of another, for 
this reason, that to him his species, his essential nature, and not 
merely his individuality, is an object of thought.  . . . An object to 
which a subject essentially, necessarily relates, is nothing else than 
this subject’s own, but objective nature. . . .

“The relation of the sun to the earth is, therefore, at the same 
time a relation of the earth to itself, or to its own nature, for the 
measure of the size and of the intensity of light which the sun 
possesses as the object of the earth, is the measure of the distance, 
which determines the peculiar nature of the earth.  .  .  . In the 
object which he contemplates, therefore, man becomes acquainted 
with himself. . . . The power of the object over him is therefore the 
power of his own nature.”

(The Essence of Christianity, by Ludwig Feuerbach, translated 
from the second German edition by Marian Evans, London, 1854, 
pp. 1–5.)—Ed.

more was nature. And what a contradiction it 
would be if, the more man subjugated nature by 
his labour and the more the miracles of the gods 
were rendered superfluous by the miracles of 
industry, the more man were to renounce the joy 
of production and the enjoyment of the produce 
in favour of these powers.

The alien being, to whom labour and the pro-
duce of labour belongs, in whose service labour 
is done and for whose benefit the produce of 
labour is provided, can only be man himself.

If the product of labour does not belong to the 
worker, if it confronts him as an alien power, this 
can only be because it belongs to some other man 
than the worker. If the worker’s activity is a tor-
ment to him, to another it must be delight and his 
life’s joy. Not the gods, not nature, but only man 
himself can be this alien power over man.

We must bear in mind the above-stated prop-
osition that man’s relation to himself only 
becomes objective and real for him through his 
relation to the other man. Thus, if the product of 
his labour, his labour objectified, is for him an 
alien, hostile, powerful object independent of 
him, then his position towards it is such that 
someone else is master of this object, someone 
who is alien, hostile, powerful, and independent 
of him. If his own activity is to him an unfree 
activity, then he is treating it as activity per-
formed in the service, under the dominion, the 
coercion and the yoke of another man.

Every self-estrangement of man from himself 
and from nature appears in the relation in which 
he places himself and nature to men other than 
and differentiated from himself. For this reason 
religious self-estrangement necessarily appears 
in the relationship of the layman to the priest, or 
again to a mediator, etc., since we are here deal-
ing with the intellectual world. In the real practi-
cal world self-estrangement can only become 
manifest through the real practical relationship 
to other men. The medium through which 
estrangement takes place is itself practical. Thus 
through estranged labour man not only engen-
ders his relationship to the object and to the act 
of production as to powers that are alien and 
hostile to him; he also engenders the relationship 
in which other men stand to his production and 
to his product, and the relationship in which he 
stands. to these other men. Just as he begets bis 
own production as the loss of his reality, as his 
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punishment; just as he begets his own product as 
a loss, as a product not belonging to him; so he 
begets the dominion of the one who does not 
produce over production and over the product. 
Just as he estranges from himself his own activity, 
so he confers to the stranger activity which is not 
his own.

Till now we have only considered this rela-
tionship from the standpoint of the worker and 
later we shall be considering it also from the 
standpoint of the non-worker.

Through estranged, alienated labour, then, the 
worker produces the relationship to this labour 
of a man alien to labour and standing outside it. 
The relationship of the worker to labour engen-
ders the relation to it of the capitalist, or whatever 
one chooses to call the master of labour. Private 
property is thus the product, the result, the neces-
sary consequence, of alienated labour, of the 
external relation of the worker to nature and to 
himself.

Private property thus results by analysis from 
the concept of alienated labour—i.e., of alienated 
man, of estranged labour, of estranged life, of 
estranged man.

True, it is as a result of the movement of private 
property that we have obtained the concept of 
alienated labour (of alienated life) from political 
economy. But on analysis of this concept it 
becomes clear that though private property 
appears to be the source, the cause of alienated 
labour, it is really its consequence, just as the 
gods in the beginning are not the cause but the 
effect of man’s intellectual confusion. Later this 
relationship becomes reciprocal.

Only at the very culmination of the develop-
ment of private property does this, its secret, 
re-emerge, namely, that on the one hand it is the 
product of alienated labour, and that secondly it 
is the means by which labour alienates itself, the 
realization of this alienation.

This exposition immediately sheds light on 
various hitherto unsolved conflicts.

(1) Political economy starts from labour as the 
real soul of production; yet to labour it gives 
nothing, and to private property everything. 
From this contradiction Proudhon has con-
cluded in favour of labour and against private 
property. We understand, however, that this 
apparent contradiction is the contradiction of 

estranged labour with itself, and that political 
economy has merely formulated the laws of 
estranged labour.

We also understand, therefore, that wages and 
private property are identical: where the product, 
the object of labour pays for labour itself, the 
wage is but a necessary consequence of labour’s 
estrangement, for after all in the wage of labour, 
labour does not appear as an end in itself but as 
the servant of the wage. We shall develop this 
point later, and meanwhile will only deduce some 
conclusions.

A forcing-up of wages (disregarding all other 
difficulties, including the fact that it would only 
be by force, too, that the higher wages, being an 
anomaly, could be maintained) would therefore 
be nothing but better payment for the slave, and 
would not conquer either for the worker or for 
labour their human status and dignity.

Indeed, even the equality of wages demanded 
by Proudhon only transforms the relationship of 
the present-day worker to his labour into the 
relationship of all men to labour. Society is then 
conceived as an abstract capitalist.

Wages are a direct consequence of estranged 
labour, and estranged labour is the direct cause of 
private property. The downfall of the one aspect 
must therefore mean the downfall of the other.

(2) From the relationship of estranged labour 
to private property it further follows that the 
emancipation of society from private property, 
etc., from servitude, is expressed in the political 
form of the emancipation of the workers; not that 
their emancipation alone was at stake but because 
the emancipation of the workers contains univer-
sal human emancipation—and it contains this, 
because the whole of human servitude is involved 
in the relation of the worker to production, and 
every relation of servitude is but a modification 
and consequence of this relation.

Just as we have found the concept of private 
property from the concept of estranged, alienated 
labour by analysis, in the same way every category 
of political economy can be evolved with the help 
of these two factors; and we shall find again in 
each category, e.g., trade, competition, capital, 
money, only a definite and developed expression of 
the first foundations.

Before considering this configuration, how-
ever, let us try to solve two problems.
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104 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

(1) To define the general nature of private 
property, as it has arisen as a result of estranged 
labour, in its relation to truly human, social 
property.

(2) We have accepted the estrangement of 
labour, its alienation, as a fact, and we have anal-
ysed this fact. How, we now ask, does man come 
to alienate, to estrange, his labour? How is this 
estrangement rooted in the nature of human 
development? We have already gone a long way 
to the solution of this problem by transforming 
the question as to the origin of private property 
into the question as to the relation of alienated 
labour to the course of humanity’s development. 
For when one speaks of private property, one 
thinks of being concerned with something exter-
nal to man. When one speaks of labour, one is 
directly concerned with man himself. This new 
formulation of the question already contains its 
solution.

As to (1): The general nature of private prop-
erty and its relation to truly human property.

Alienated labour has resolved itself for us into 
two elements which mutually condition one 
another, or which are but different expressions of 
one and the same relationship. Appropriation 
appears as estrangement, as alienation; and alien-
ation appears as appropriation, estrangement as 
true enfranchisement.

We have considered the one side—alienated 
labour in relation to the worker himself, i.e., the 

relation of alienated labour to itself. The proper-
ty-relation of the non-worker to the worker and to 
labour we have found as the product, the neces-
sary outcome of this relation of alienated labour 
Private property, as the material, summary 
expression of alienated labour, embraces both 
relations—the relation of the worker to work, to 
the product of his labour and to the non-worker, 
and the relation of the non-worker to the worker 
and to the product of his labour.

Having seen that in relation to the worker 
who appropriates nature by means of his labour, 
this appropriation appears as estrangement, his 
own spontaneous activity as activity for another 
and as activity of another, vitality as a sacrifice of 
life, production of the object as loss of the object 
to an alien power, to an alien person—we shall 
now consider the relation to the worker, to 
labour and its object of this person who is alien 
to labour and the worker.

First it has to be noticed, that everything 
which appears in the worker as an activity of 
alienation, of estrangement, appears in the non-
worker as a state of alienation, of estrangement.

Secondly, that the worker’s real, practical atti-
tude in production and to the product (as a state 
of mind) appears in the non-worker confronting 
him as a theoretical attitude.

Thirdly, the non-worker does everything 
against the worker which the worker does against 
himself; but he does not do against himself what 
he does against the worker.
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The premises from which we begin are not 
arbitrary ones, not dogmas, but real prem-
ises from which abstraction can only be 

made in the imagination. They are the real indi-
viduals, their activity and the material conditions 
under which they live, both those which they 
find already existing and those produced by their 
activity. These premises can thus be verified in a 
purely empirical way.

The first premise of all human history is, of 
course, the existence of living human individuals. 
Thus the first fact to be established is the physical 
organisation of these individuals and their conse-
quent relation to the rest of nature. Of course, we 
cannot here go either into the actual physical 
nature of man., or into the natural conditions in 
which man finds himself—geological, oreohy-
drographical, climatic and so on. The writing of 
history must always set out from these natural 
bases and their modification in the course of 
history through the action of men.

Men can be distinguished from animals by 
consciousness, by religion or anything else you 
like. They themselves begin to distinguish 
themselves from animals as soon as they begin 
to produce their means of subsistence, a step 
which is conditioned by their physical organisa-
tion. By producing their means of subsistence 
men are indirectly producing their actual mate-
rial life.

The way in which men produce their means of 
subsistence depends first of all on the nature of 
the actual means of subsistence they find in exis-
tence and have to reproduce. This means of life 
subsistence mode of production must not be 
considered simply as being the production of the 
physical existence of the individuals. Rather it is 
a definite form of activity of these individuals, a 
definite form of expressing their life, a definite 
mode of life on their part. As individuals express 
their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, 
coincides with their production, both with what 

19
The German Ideology
Part One

Karl Marx and Frederick Engels

Edited and With Introduction by
C.J. Arthur

With selections from Parts Two and Three, together with Marx’s “Introduction to a Critique of Political Economy”
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106 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

they produce and with how they produce. The 
nature of individuals thus depends on the mate-
rial conditions determining their production.

This production only makes its appearance 
with the increase of population. In its turn this 
presupposes the intercourse [Verkehr]1 of indi-
viduals with one another. The form of this inter-
course is again determined by production.

The relations of different nations among 
themselves depend upon the extent to which 
each has developed its productive forces, the 
division of labour and internal intercourse. This 
statement is generally recognised. But not only 
the relation of one nation to others, but also the 
whole internal structure of the nation itself 
depends on the stage of development reached by 
its production and its internal and external inter-
course. How far the productive forces of a nation 
are developed is shown most manifestly by the 
degree to which the division of labour has been 
carried. Each new productive force, insofar as it 
is not merely a quantitative extension of produc-
tive forces already known (for instance the bring-
ing into cultivation of fresh land), causes a 
further development of the division of labour.

The division of labour inside a nation leads at 
first to the separation of industrial and commer-
cial from agricultural labour, and hence to the 
separation of town and country and to the con-
flict of their interests. Its further development 
leads to the separation of commerical from 
industrial labour. At the same time through the 
division of labour inside these various branches 
there develop various divisions among the indi-
viduals co-operating in definite kinds of labour. 
The relative position of these individual groups is 
determined by the methods employed in 

1 In The German Ideology the word “Verkehr” is used in a very 
wide sense, encompassing the material and spiritual intercourse 
of separate individuals, social groups and entire countries-Marx 
and Engels show that material intercourse, and above all the 
intercourse of men with each other in the production process, is 
the basis of every other form of intercourse.
The terms “Verkehrstorm” (form of intercourse), “Verkehrsweise” 
(mode of intercourse) and “Verkehrsverhaltnisse” (relations, or 
conditions, of intercourse) which we encounter in The German 
Ideology are used by Marx and Engels to express the concept 
“relations of production” which during that period was taking 
shape in their mind.
The ordinary dictionary meanings of “Verkehr” are traffic, inter-
course, commerce. In this translation the word “Verkehr” has 
been mostly rendered as “intercourse” and occasionally as “asso-
ciation” or “commerce”.—Ed.

agriculture, industry and commerce (patriarchal-
ism, slavery, estates, classes). These same condi-
tions are to be seen (given a more developed 
intercourse) in the relations of different nations 
to one another.

The various stages of development in the divi-
sion of labour are just so many different forms of 
ownership, i.e. the existing stage in the division 
of labour determines also the relations of indi-
viduals to one another with reference to the 
material, instrument, and product of labour.

The first form of ownership is tribal [Stam-
meigentum]2 ownership. It corresponds to the 
undeveloped stage of production, at which a 
people lives by hunting and fishing, by the rearing 
of beasts or, in the highest stage, agriculture. In 
the latter case it presupposes a great mass of 
uncultivated stretches of land. The division of 
labour is at this stage still very elementary and is 
confined to a further extension of the natural 
division of labour existing in the family. The 
social structure is, therefore, limited to an exten-
sion of the family; patriarchal family chieftains, 
below them the members of the tribe, finally 
slaves. The slavery latent in the family only devel-
ops gradually with the increase of population, the 
growth of wants, and with the extension of exter-
nal relations, both of war and of barter.

The second form is the ancient communal 
and State ownership which proceeds especially 
from the union of several tribes into a city by 
agreement or by conquest, and which is still 
accompanied by slavery. Beside communal own-
ership we already find movable, and later also 
immovable, private property developing, but as 
an abnormal form subordinate to communal 

2 The term “Stamm”—rendered in the present volume by the word 
“tribe”—played a considerably greater part in historical works 
written during the forties of the last century than it does at pres-
ent. It was used to denote a community of people descended from 
a common ancestor, and comprised the modem concepts of 
“gens” and “tribe”. The first to define and differentiate these con-
cepts was Lewis Henry Morgan in his work Ancient Society; or, 
Researches in the Lines of human Progress from Savagery Through 
Barbarism to Civilisation, London, 1877. This outstanding Amer-
ican ethnographer and historian showed for the first time the 
significance of the gens as the nucleus of the primitive communal 
system and thereby laid the scientific foundations for the history 
of primitive society as a whole. Engels drew the general conclu-
sions from Morgan’s discoveries and made a comprehensive 
analysis of the meaning of the concepts “gens” and “tribe” in his 
work The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State 
(1884).—Ed.
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ownership. The citizens hold power over their 
labouring slaves only in their community, and on 
this account alone, therefore, they are bound to 
the form of communal ownership. It is the com-
munal private property which compels the active 
citizens to remain in this spontaneously derived 
form of association over against their slaves. For 
this reason the whole structure of society based 
on this communal ownership, and with it the 
power of the people, decays in the same measure 
as, in particular, immovable private property 
evolves. The division of labour is already more 
developed. We already find the antagonism of 
town and country; later the antagonism between 
those states which represent town interests and 
those which represent country interests, and 
inside the towns themselves the antagonism 
between industry and maritime commerce. The 
class relation between citizens and slaves is now 
completely developed.

Ancient Society; or, Researches in the Lines of 
human Progress from Savagery Through Barba-
rism to Civilisation, London, 1877. This out-
standing American ethnographer and historian 
showed for the first time the significance of the 
gens as the nucleus of the primitive communal 
system and thereby laid the scientific founda-
tions for the history of primitive society as a 
whole. Engels drew the general conclusions from 
Morgan’s discoveries and made a comprehensive 
analysis of the meaning of the concepts “gens” 
and “tribe” in his work The Origin of the Family, 
Private Property and the State (1884).—Ed.

The third form of ownership is feudal or estate 
property. If antiquity started out from the town 
and its little territory, the Middle Ages started out 
from the country. This different starting-point was 
determined by the sparseness of the population at 
that time, which was scattered over a large area 
and which received no large increase from the 
conquerors. In contrast to Greece and Rome, feu-
dal development at the outset, therefore, extends 
over a much wider territory, prepared by the 
Roman conquests and the spread of agriculture at 
first associated with it. The last centuries of the 
declining Roman Empire and its conquest by the 
barbarians destroyed a number of productive 
forces; agriculture had declined, industry had 
decayed for want of a market, trade had died out 
or been violently suspended, the rural and urban 
population had decreased. From these conditions 

and the mode of organisation of the conquest 
determined by them, feudal property developed 
under the influence of the Germanic military con-
stitution. Like tribal and communal ownership, it 
is based again on a community; but the directly 
producing class standing over against it is not, as 
in the case of the ancient community, the slaves, 
but the enserfed small peasantry. As soon as feu-
dalism is fully developed, there also arises antago-
nism to the towns. The hierarchical structure of 
landownership, and the armed bodies of retainers 
associated with it, gave the nobility power over the 
serfs. This feudal organisation was, just as much 
as the ancient communal ownership, an associa-
tion against a subjected producing class; but the 
form of association and the relation to the direct 
producers were different because of the different 
conditions of production.

This feudal system of landownership had its 
counterpart in the towns in the shape of corpora-
tive property, the feudal organisation of trades. 
Here property consisted chiefly in the labour of 
each individual person. The necessity for associ-
ation against the organised robbernobility, the 
need for communal covered markets in an age 
when the industrialist was at the same time a 
merchant, the growing competition of the 
escaped serfs swarming into the rising towns, the 
feudal structure of the whole country: these com-
bined to bring about the guilds. The gradually 
accumulated small capital of individual crafts-
men and their stable numbers, as against the 
growing population, evolved the relation of jour-
neyman and apprentice, which brought into 
being in the towns a hierarchy similar to that in 
the country.

Thus the chief form of property during the 
feudal epoch consisted on the one hand of landed 
property with serf labour chained to it, and on the 
other of the labour of the individual with small 
capital commanding the labour of journeymen. 
The organisation of both was determined by the 
restricted conditions of production—the small-
scale and primitive cultivation of the land, and 
the craft type of industry. There was little division 
of labour in the heyday of feudalism. Each coun-
try bore in itself the antithesis of town and coun-
try; the division into estates was certainly strongly 
marked; but apart from the differentiation of 
princes, nobility, clergy and peasants in the coun-
try, and masters, journeymen, apprentices and 
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soon also the rabble of casual labourers in the 
towns, no division of importance took place. In 
agriculture it was rendered difficult by the 
strip-system, beside which the cottage industry of 
the peasants themselves emerged. In industry 
there was no division of labour at all in the indi-
vidual trades themselves, and very little between 
them. The separation of industry and commerce 
was found already in existence in older towns; in 
the newer it only developed later, when the towns 
entered into mutual relations.

The grouping of larger territories into feudal 
kingdoms was a necessity for the landed nobility 
as for the towns. The organisation of the ruling 
class, the nobility, had, therefore, everywhere a 
monarch at its head.

The fact is, therefore, that definite individuals 
who are productively active in a definite way 
enter into these definite social and political rela-
tions. Empirical observation must in each sepa-
rate instance bring out empirically, and without 
any mystification and speculation, the connec-
tion of the social and political structure with 
production. The social structure and the State are 
continually evolving out of the life-process of 
definite individuals, but of individuals, not as 
they may appear in their own or other people’s 
imagination, but as they really are; i.e. as they 
operate, produce materially, and hence as they 
work under definite material limits, presupposi-
tions and conditions independent of their will.

The production of ideas, of conceptions, of 
consciousness, is at first directly interwoven 
with the material activity and the material 
intercourse of men, the language of real life. 
Conceiving, thinking, the mental intercourse 
of men, appear at this stage as the direct efflux 
of their material behaviour. The same applies 
to mental production as expressed in the lan-
guage of politics, laws, morality, religion, meta-
physics, etc. of a people. Men are the producers 
of their conceptions, ideas, etc.—real, active 
men, as they are conditioned by a definite 
development of their productive forces and of 
the intercourse corresponding to these, up to 
its furthest forms. Consciousness can never be 
anything else than conscious existence, and the 
existence of men is their actual life-process. If 
in all ideology men and their circumstances 
appear upside-down as in a camera obscura, 
this phenomenon arises just as much from 

their historical life-process as the inversion of 
objects on the retina does from their physical 
life-process.

In direct contrast to German philosophy 
which descends from heaven t to earth, here we 
ascend from earth to heaven. That is to say, we 
do not set out from what men say, imagine, 
conceive, nor from men as narrated, thought of, 
imagined, conceived, in order to arrive at men 
in the flesh. We set out from real, active men, 
and on the basis of their real life-process we 
demonstrate the development of the ideological 
reflexes and echoes of this life-process. The 
phantoms formed in the human brain are also, 
necessarily, sublimates of their material 
life-process, which is empirically verifiable and 
bound to material premises. Morality, religion, 
metaphysics, all the rest of ideology and their 
corresponding forms of consciousness, thus no 
longer retain the semblance of independence. 
They have no history, no development; but 
men, developing their material production and 
their material intercourse, alter, along with this 
their real existence, their thinking and the 
products of their thinking. Life is not deter-
mined by conciousness, but consciousness by 
life. In the first method of approach the start-
ing-point is consciousness taken as the living 
individual; in the second method, which con-
forms to real life, it is the real living individuals 
themselves, and consciousness is considered 
solely as their consciousness. 

This method of approach is not devoid of 
premises. It starts out from the real premises and 
does not abandon them for a moment. Its prem-
ises are men, not in any fantastic isolation and 
rigidity, but in their actual, empirically percepti-
ble process of development under definite condi-
tions. As soon as this active life-process is 
described, history ceases to be a collection of 
dead facts as it is with the empiricists (themselves 
still abstract), or an imagined activity of imag-
ined subjects, as with the idealists.

Where speculation ends—in real life—there 
real, positive science begins: the representation of 
the practical activity, of the practical process of 
development of men. Empty talk about con-
sciousness ceases, and real knowledge has to take 
its place. When reality is depicted, philosophy as 
an independent branch of knowledge loses its 
medium of existence. At the best its place can 
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only be taken by a summing-up of the most gen-
eral results, abstractions which arise from the 
observation of the historical development of men. 
Viewed apart from real history, these abstractions 
have in themselves no value whatsoever. They can 
only serve to facilitate the arrangement of histor-
ical material, to indicate the sequence of its sepa-
rate strata. But they by no means afford a recipe 
or schema, as does philosophy, for neatly trim-
ming the epochs of history. On the contrary, our 
difficulties begin only when we set about the 
observation and the  arrangement—the real 
depiction—of our historical material, whether of 
a past epoch or of the present. The removal of 
these difficulties is governed by premises which it 
is quite impossible to state here, but which only 
the study of the actual life-process and the activity 
of the individuals of each epoch will make evi-
dent. We shall select here some of these abstrac-
tions, which we use in contradistinction to the 
ideologists, and shall illustrate them by historical 
examples.

Since we are dealing with the Germans, who 
are devoid of premium, we must begin by stating 
the first premise of all human existence and, 
therefore, of all history, the premise, namely, that 
men must be in a position to live in order to be 
able to “make history”. But life involves before 
everything else eating and drinking, a habitation, 
clothing and many other things. The first histor-
ical act is thus the production of the means to 
satisfy these needs, the production of material 
life itself. And indeed this is an historical act, a 
fundamental condition of all history, which 
today, as thousands of years ago, must daily and 
hourly be fulfilled merely in order to sustain 
human life.

The second point is that the satisfaction of 
the first need (the action of satisfying, and the 
instrument of satisfaction which has been 
acquired) leads to new needs; and this produc-
tion of new needs is the first historical act. Here 
we recognise immediately the spiritual ancestry 
of the great historical wisdom of the Germans 
who, when they run out of positive material 
and when they can serve up neither theological 
nor political nor literary rubbish, assert that 
this is not history at all, but the “prehistoric 
era”. They do not, however, enlighten us as to 
how we proceed from this nonsensical “prehis-
tory” to history proper; although, on the other 

hand, in their historical speculation they seize 
upon this “prehistory” with especial eagerness 
because they imagine themselves safe there 
from interference on the part of “crude facts”, 
and, at the same time, because there they can 
give full rein to their speculative impulse and 
set up and knock down hypotheses by the 
thousand.

The third circumstance which, from the 
very outset, enters into historical development, 
is that men, who daily remake their own life, 
begin to make other men, to propagate their 
kind: the relation between man and woman, 
parents and children, the family. The family, 
which to begin with is the only social relation-
ship, becomes later, when increased needs 
create a new social relations and the increased 
population new needs, a subordinate one 
(except in Germany), and must then be treated 
and analysed according to the existing empiri-
cal data, not according to “the concept of the 
family”, as is the custom in Germany.3 These 
three aspects of social activity are not of course 
to be taken as three different stages, but just as 
three aspects or, to make it clear to the Ger-
mans, three “moments”, which have existed 
simultaneously since the dawn of history and 
the first men, and which still assert themselves 
in history today.

The production of life, both of one’s own in 
labour and of fresh life in procreation, now 

3 The building of houses. With savages each family has as a matter 
of course its own cave or hut like the separate family tent of the 
nomads. This separate domestic economy is made only the more 
necessary by the further development of private property. With 
the agricultural peoples a communal domestic economy is just as 
impossible as a communal cultivation of the soil. A great advance 
was the building of towns. In all previous periods, however, the 
abolition of individual economy, which is inseparable from the 
abolition of private property, was impossible for the simple reason 
that the material conditions governing it were not present. The 
setting-up of a communal domestic economy presupposes the 
development of machinery, or the use of natural forces, and of 
many other productive forces—e.g. of water supplies, of gas- 
lighting, steam-heating, etc., the removal [of the antagonism] of 
town and country. Without these conditions a communal econ-
omy would not in itself form a new productive force; lacking any 
material basis and resting on a purely theoretical foundation, it 
would be a mere freak and would end in nothing more than a 
monastic economy—What was possible can be seen in the towns 
brought about by condensation and the erection of communal 
buildings for various definite purposes (prisons, barracks, etc.). 
That the abolition of individual economy is inseparable from the 
abolition of the family is self-evident.
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appears as a double relationship: on the one 
hand as a natural, on the other as a social rela-
tionship. By social we understand the co-opera-
tion of several individuals, no matter under 
what conditions, in what manner and to what 
end. It follows from this that a certain mode of 
production, or industrial stage, is always com-
bined with a certain mode of co-operation, or 
social stage, and this mode of co-operation is 
itself a “productive force”. Further, that the mul-
titude of productive forces accessible to men 
determines the nature of society, hence, that the 
“history of humanity” must always be studied 
and treated in relation to the history of industry 
and exchange.

This conception of history depends on our 
ability to expound the real process of produc-
tion, starting out from the material production 
of life itself, and to comprehend the form of 
intercourse connected with this and created by 
this mode of production (i.e. civil society in its 
various stages), as the basis of all history; and 
to show it in its action as State, to explain all 
the different theoretical products and forms of 
consciousness, religion, philosophy, ethics, 
etc. etc. and trace their origins and growth 
from that basis; by which means, of course, the 
whole thing can be depicted in its totality (and 
therefore, too, the reciprocal action of these 
various sides on one another). It has not, like 
the idealistic view of history, in every period 
to look for a category, but remains constantly 
on the real ground of history; it does not 
explain practice from the idea but explains the 
formation of ideas from material practice; and 
accordingly it comes to the conclusion that all 
forms and products of consciousness cannot 
be dissolved by mental criticism, by resolution 
into “self- consciousness” or transformation 
into “apparitions”, “spectres”, “fancies”, etc. but 
only by the practical overthrow of the actual 
social relations which gave rise to this idealis-
tic humbug; that not criticism but revolution is 
the driving force of history, also of religion, of 
philosophy and all other types of theory. It 
shows that history does not end by being 
resolved into “self-consciousness” as “spirit of 
the spirit”, but that in it at each stage there is 
found a material result: a sum of productive 
forces, an historically created relation of indi-
viduals to nature and to one another, which is 

handed down to each generation from its pre-
decessor; a mass of productive forces, capital 
funds and conditions, which, on the one hand, 
is indeed modified by the new generation, but 
also on the other prescribes for it its condi-
tions of lifeand gives it a definite development, 
a special character. It shows that circum-
stances make men just as much as men make 
circumstances.

This sum of productive forces, capital funds 
and social forms of intercourse, which every 
individual and generation finds in existence as 
something given, is the real basis of what the 
philosophers have conceived as “substance” and 
“essence of man”, and what they have deified 
and attacked; a real basis which is not in the 
least disturbed, in its effect and influence on the 
development of men, by the fact that these phi-
losophers revolt against it as “self-conscious-
ness” and the “Unique”. These conditions of life, 
which different generations find in existence, 
decide also whether or not the periodically 
recurring revolutionary convulsion will be 
strong enough to overthrow the basis of the 
entire existing system. And if these material 
elements of a complete revolution are not pres-
ent (namely, on the one hand the existing pro-
ductive forces, on the other the formation of a 
revolutionary mass, which revolts not only 
against separate conditions of society up till 
then, but against the very “production of life” 
till then, the “total activity” on which it was 
based), then, as far as practical development is 
concerned, it is absolutely immaterial whether 
the idea of this revolution has been expressed a 
hundred times already, as the history of com-
munism proves.

In the whole conception of history up to the 
present this real basis of history has either been 
totally neglected or else considered as a minor 
matter quite irrelevant to the course of history. 
History must, therefore, always be written 
according to an extraneous standard; the real 
production of life seems to be primeval history, 
while the truly historical appears to be separated 
from ordinary life, something extra- 
superterrestrial. With this the relation of man to 
nature is excluded from history and hence the 
antithesis of nature and history is created. The 
exponents of this conception of history have 
consequently only been able to see in. history 
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the political actions of princes and States, reli-
gious and all sorts of theoretical struggles, and 
in particular in each historical epoch have had 
to share the illusion of that epoch. For instance, if 
an epoch imagines itself to be actuated by purely 
“political” or “religious” motives, although “reli-
gion” and “politics” are only forms of its true 
motives, the historian accepts this opinion. The 
“idea”, the “conception” of the people in question 
about their real practice, is transformed into the 
sole determining, active force, which controls 

and determines their practice. When the crude 
form in which the division of labour appears 
with the Indians and Egyptians calls forth the 
caste-system in their State and religion, the his-
torian believes that the caste-system is the power 
which has produced this crude social form. 
While the French and the English at least hold 
by the political illusion, which is moderately 
close to reality, the  Germans move in the realm 
of the “pure spirit”, and make religious illusion 
the driving force of history.
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Being a translation of his De la division du travail social with an estimate of his work

20
Division of Labor  
in Society
Emile Durkheim
George Simpson, M. A.

The totality of beliefs and sentiments com-
mon to average citizens of the same soci-
ety forms a determinate system which has 

its own life; one may call it the collective or com-
mon conscience. No doubt, it has not a specific 
organ as a substratum; it is, by definition, diffuse 
in every reach of society. Nevertheless it has spe-
cific characteristics which make it a distinct real-
ity. It is, in effect, independent of the particular 
conditions in which individuals are placed; they 
pass on and it remains. It is the same in the North 
and in the South, in great cities and in small, in 
different professions. Moreover, it does not 
change with each generation, but, on the con-
trary, it connects successive generations with one 
another. It is, thus, an entirely different thing 
from particular consciences, although it can be 
realized only through them. It is the psychical 
type of society, a type which has its properties, its 
conditions of existence, its mode of development, 
just as individual types, although in a different 
way.

There are in us two consciences: one contains 
states which are personal to each of us and which 
characterize his, while the states which compre-
hend the other are common to all society.1 The 
first represent only our individual personality 
and constitute it ; the second represent the collec-
tive type and, consequently, society, without 
which it would not exist. When it is one of the 
elements of this latter which determines our con-
duct, it is not in view of our personal interest that 
we act, but we pursue collective ends. Although 
distinct, these two consciences are linked one to 
the other, since, in sum, they are only one, having 
one and the same organic substratum. They are 
thus solidary. From this results a solidarity suige-
neris, which, born of resemblances, directly links 
the individual with society. We shall be better 

1 To simplify the exposition, we hold that the individual appears 
only in one society. In fact, we take part in several groups and 
there are in us several collective consciences; but this complica-
tion changes nothing with regard to the relation that we are now 
establishing.
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able to show in the next chapter why we propose 
to call it mechanical. This solidarity does not 
consist only in a general and indeterminate 
attachment of the individual to the group, but 
also makes the detail of his movements harmoni-
ous. In short, as these collective movements are 
always the same, they always produce the same 
effects. Consequently, each time that they are in 
play, wills move spontaneously and together in 
the same sense.

There are in each of us, as we have said, two 
consciences: one which is common to our group 
in its entirety, which consequently, is not ourself, 
but society living and acting within us ; the other, 
on the contrary, represents that in us which is 
personal and distinct, that which makes us an 
individual.2 Solidarity which comes from like-
nesses is at its maximum when the collective 
conscience completely envelops our whole con-
science and coincides in all points with it. But, at 
that moment, our individuality is nil. It can be 
born only if the community takes smaller toll of 
us. There are, here, two contrary forces, one cen-
tripetal, the other centrifugal, which cannot 
flourish at the same time. We cannot, at one and 
the same time, develop ourselves in two opposite 
senses. If we have a lively desire to think and act 
for ourselves, we cannot be strongly inclined to 
think and act as others do. If our ideal is to pres-
ent a singular and personal appearance, we do 
not want to resemble everybody else. Moreover, 
at the moment when this solidarity exercises its 
force, our personality vanishes, as our definition 
permits us to say, for we are no longer ourselves, 
but the collective life.

The social molecules which can be coherent in 
this way can act together only in the measure that 
they have no actions of their own, as the molecules 
of inorganic bodies. That is why we propose to call 
this type of solidarity mechanical. The term does 
not signify that it is produced by mechanical and 
artificial means. We call it that only by analogy to 
the cohesion which unites the elements of an inan-
imate body, as opposed to that which makes a 
unity out of the elements of a living body. What 
justifies this term is that the link which thus unites 

2 However, these two consciences are not in regions geographi-
cally distinct from us, but penetrate from all sides.

the individual to society is wholly analogous to 
that which attaches a thing to a person. The indi-
vidual conscience, considered in this light, is a 
simple dependent upon the collective type and 
follows all of its movements, as the possessed 
object follows those of its owner. In societies 
where this type of solidarity is highly developed, 
the individual does not appear, as we shall see 
later. Individuality is something which the society 
possesses. Thus, in these social types, personal 
rights are not yet distinguished from real rights.

It is quite otherwise with the solidarity which 
the division of labor produces. Whereas the pre-
vious type implies that individuals resemble each 
other, this type presumes their difference. The 
first is possible only in so far as the individual 
personality is absorbed into the collective person-
ality ; the second is possible only if each one has a 
sphere of action which is peculiar to him ; that is, 
a personality. It is necessary, then, that the collec-
tive conscience leave open a part of the individual 
conscience in order that special functions may be 
established there, functions which it cannot regu-
late. The more this region is extended, the stron-
ger is the cohesion which results from this 
solidarity. In effect, on the one hand, each one 
depends as much more strictly on society as labor 
is more divided; and, on the other, the activity of 
each is as much more personal as it is more spe-
cialized. Doubtless, as circumscribed as it is, it is 
never completely original. Even in the exercise of 
our occupation, we conform to usages, to prac-
tices which are common to our whole profes-
sional brotherhood. But, even in this instance, the 
yoke that we submit to is much less heavy than 
when society completely controls us, and it leaves 
much more place open for the free play of our 
initiative. Here, then, the individuality of all 
grows at the same time as that of its parts. Society 
becomes more capable of collective movement, at 
the same time that each of its elements has more 
freedom of movement. This solidarity resembles 
that which we observe among the higher animals. 
Each organ, in effect, has its special physiognomy, 
its autonomy. And, moreover, the unity of the 
organism is as great as the individuation of the 
parts is more marked. Because of this analogy, 
we propose to call the solidarity which is due to 
the division of labor, organic.Draf
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So we reach general conclusion: suicide var-
ies inversely with the degree of integration 
of the social groups of which the individual 

forms a part.
But society cannot disintegrate without the 

individual simultaneously detaching himself 
from social life, without his own goals becom-
ing preponderant over those of the community, 
in a word without his personality tending to 
surmount the collective personality. The more 
weakened the groups to which he belongs, the 
less he depends on them, the more he conse-
quently depends only on himself and recognizes 
no other rules of conduct than what are founded 
on his private interests. If we agree to call this 
state egoism, in which the individual ego asserts 
itself to excess in the face of the social ego and 
at its expense, we may call egoistic the special 
type of suicide springing from excessive 
individualism.

Excessive individualism not only results in 
favoring the action of suicidogenic causes, but it 
is itself such a cause. It not only frees man’s incli-
nation to do away with himself from a protective 
obstacle, but creates this inclination out of whole 
cloth and thus gives birth to a special suicide 
which bears its mark. This must be clearly under-
stood for this is what constitutes the special char-
acter of the type of suicide just distinguished and 
justifies the name we have given it. What is there 
then in individualism that explains this result?

It has been sometimes said that because of his 
psychological constitution, man cannot live 
without attachment to some object which tran-
scends and survives him, and that the reason for 
this necessity is a need we must have not to per-
ish entirely. Life is said to be intolerable unless 
some reason for existing is involved, some pur-
pose justifying life’s trials. The individual alone is 
not a sufficient end for his activity. He is too little. 

21
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He is not only hemmed in spatially; he is also 
strictly limited temporally. When, therefore, we 
have no other object than ourselves we cannot 
avoid the thought that our efforts will finally end 
in nothingness, since we ourselves disappear. But 
annihilation terrifies us. Under these conditions 
one would lose courage to live, that is, to act and 
struggle, since nothing will remain of our exer-
tions. The state of egoism, in other words, is 
supposed to be contradictory to human nature 
and, consequently, too uncertain to have chances 
of permanence.

But this is not all. This detachment occurs not 
only in single individuals. One of the constitutive 
elements of every national temperament consists 
of a certain way of estimating the value of exis-
tence. There is a collective as well as an individ-
ual humor inclining peoples to sadness or 
cheerfulness, making them see things in bright 
or sombre lights. In fact, only society can pass a 
collective opinion on the value of human life; for 
this the individual is incompetent. The latter 
knows nothing but himself and his own little 
horizon; thus his experience is too limited to 
serve as a basis for a general appraisal. He may 
indeed consider his own life to be aimless; he can 
say nothing applicable to others. On the con-
trary, without sophistry, society may generalize 
its own feeling as to itself, its state of health or 
lack of health. For individuals share too deeply in 
the life of society for it to be diseased without 
their suffering infection. What it suffers they 
necessarily suffer. Because it is the whole, its ills 
are communicated to its parts. Hence it cannot 
disintegrate without awareness that the regular 
conditions of general existence are equally dis-
turbed. Because society is the end on which our 
better selves depend, it cannot feel us escaping it 
without a simultaneous realization that our 
activity is purposeless. Since we are its handi-
work, society cannot be conscious of its own 
decadence without the feeling that henceforth 
this work is of no value. Thence are formed cur-
rents of depression and disillusionment emanat-
ing from no particular individual but expressing 
society’s state of disintegration. They reflect the 
relaxation of social bonds, a sort of collective 
asthenia, or social malaise, just as individual 
sadness, when chronic, in its way reflects the 
poor organic state of the individual. Then 

metaphysical and religious systems spring up 
which, by reducing these obscure sentiments to 
formulae, attempt to prove to men the senseless-
ness of life and that it is self-deception to believe 
that it has purpose. Then new moralities origi-
nate which, by elevating facts to ethics, com-
mend suicide or at least tend in that direction by 
suggesting a minimal existence. On their appear-
ance they seem to have been created out of whole 
cloth by their makers who are sometimes blamed 
for the pessimism of their doctrines. In reality 
they are an effect rather than a cause; they merely 
symbolize in abstract language and systematic 
form the physiological distress of the body 
social.1 As these currents are collective, they 
have, by virtue of their origin, an authority which 
they impose upon the individual and they drive 
him more vigorously on the way to which he is 
already inclined by the state of moral distress 
directly aroused in him by the disintegration of 
society. Thus, at the very moment that, with 
excessive zeal, he frees himself from the social 
environment, he still submits to its influence. 
However individualized a man may be, there is 
always something collective remaining—the 
very depression and melancholy resulting from 
this same exaggerated individualism. He effects 
communion through sadness when he no longer 
has anything else with which to achieve it.

Hence this type of suicide well deserves the 
name we have given it. Egoism is not merely a 
contributing factor in it; it is its generating cause. 
In this case the bond attaching man to life relaxes 
because that attaching him to society is itself 
slack. The incidents of private life which seem 
the direct inspiration of suicide and are consid-
ered its determining causes are in reality only 
incidental causes. The individual yields to the 
slightest shock of circumstance because the state 
of society has made him a ready prey to suicide.

If, as we have just seen, excessive individua-
tion leads to suicide, insufficient individuation 
has the same effects. When man has become 
detached from society, he encounters less resis-
tance to suicide in himself, and he does so like-
wise when social integration is too strong.

1 This is why it is unjust to accuse these theorists of sadness of 
generalizing personal impressions. They are the echo of a general 
condition.
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116 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

We thus confront a type of suicide differing by 
incisive qualities from the preceding one. 
Whereas the latter is due to excessive individua-
tion, the former is caused by too rudimentary 
individuation. One occurs because society allows 
the individual to escape it, being insufficiently 
aggregated in some parts or even in the whole; 
the other, because society holds him in too strict 
tutelage. Having given the name of egoism to the 
state of the ego living its own life and obeying 
itself alone, that of altruism adequately expresses 
the opposite state, where the ego is not its own 
property, where it is blended with something not 
itself, where the goal of conduct is exterior to 
itself, that is, in one of the groups in which it 
participates. So we call the suicide caused by 
intense altruism altruistic suicide. But since it is 
also characteristically performed as a duty, the 
terminology adopted should express this fact. So 
we will call such a type obligatory altruistic 
suicide.

Under this head may notably be classified the 
death of some of the Christian martyrs. All those 
neophytes who without killing themselves, vol-
untarily allowed their own slaughter, are really 
suicides. Though they did not kill themselves, 
they sought death with all their power and 
behaved so as to make it inevitable. To be suicide, 
the act from which death must necessarily result 
need only have been performed by the victim 
with full knowledge of the facts. Besides, the pas-
sionate enthusiasm with which the believers in 
the new religion faced final torture shows that at 
this moment they had completely discarded their 
personalities for the idea of which they had 
become the servants. Probably the epidemics of 
suicide which devastated the monasteries on sev-
eral occasions during the Middle Ages, appar-
ently caused by excesses of religious fervor, were 
of this nature.

In our contemporary societies, as individual 
personality becomes increasingly free from the 
collective personality, such suicides could not be 
widespread. Some may doubtless be said to have 
yielded to altruistic motives, such as soldiers who 
preferred death to the humiliation of defeat, like 
Commandant Beaurepaire and Admiral Ville-
neuve, or unhappy persons who kill themselves to 
prevent disgrace befalling their family. For when 
such persons renounce life, it is for something 
they love better than themselves. But they are 

isolated and exceptional cases. Yet even today 
there exists among us a special environment 
where altruistic suicide is chronic: namely, the 
army.

It may now be better understood why we 
insisted on giving an objective definition of sui-
cide and on sticking to it.

Because altruistic suicide, though showing the 
familiar suicidal traits, resembles especially in its 
most vivid manifestations some categories of 
action which we ate used to honoring with our 
respect and even admiration, people have often 
refused to consider it as self-destruction. It is to 
be remembered that the deaths of Cato and of the 
Girondins were not suicides for Esquirol and 
Falret. But if suicides with the spirit of renuncia-
tion and abnegation as their immediate and visi-
ble cause do not deserve the name, it can be no 
more appropriate for those springing from the 
same moral disposition, though less apparently; 
for the second differ by only a few shades from 
the first. If the inhabitant of the Canary Islands 
who throws himself into an abyss to do honor to 
his god is not a suicide, how give this name to a 
Jain sectary who kills himself to obtain entry to 
oblivion; to the primitive who, under the influ-
ence of the same mental state, renounces life for 
a slight insult done him or merely to express his 
contempt for existence; to the bankrupt who pre-
fers not to survive his disgrace; and finally to the 
many soldiers who every year increase the num-
bers of voluntary deaths? All these cases have for 
their root the same state of altruism.

Chapter 5

Anomic Suicide

But society is not only something attracting 
the sentiments and activities of individuals with 
unequal force. It is also a power controlling them. 
There is a relation between the way this regula-
tive action is performed and the social 
suicide-rate.

No living being can be happy or even exist 
unless his needs are sufficiently proportioned to his 
means. In other words, if his needs require more 
than can be granted, or even merely something of a 
different sort, they will be under continual friction 
and can only function painfully. Movements 
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incapable of production without pain tend not to 
be reproduced. Unsatisfied tendencies atrophy, and 
as the impulse to live is merely the result of all the 
rest, it is bound to weaken as the others relax.

But how determine the quantity of well-being, 
comfort or luxury legitimately to be craved by a 
human being? Nothing appears in man’s organic 
nor in his psychological constitution which sets a 
limit to such tendencies. The functioning of indi-
vidual life does not require them to cease at one 
point rather than at another; the proof being that 
they have constantly increased since the begin-
nings of history, receiving more and more com-
plete satisfaction, yet with no weakening of 
average health. Above all, how establish their 
proper variation with different conditions of life, 
occupations, relative importance of services, etc.? 
In no society are they equally satisfied in the dif-
ferent stages of the social hierarchy. Yet human 
nature is substantially the same among all men, 
in its essential qualities. It is not human nature 
which can assign the variable limits necessary to 
our needs. They are thus unlimited so far as they 
depend on the individual alone. Irrespective of 
any external regulatory force, our capacity for 
feeling is in itself an insatiable and bottomless 
abyss.

But if nothing external can restrain this capac-
ity, it can only be a source of torment to itself. 
Unlimited desires are insatiable by definition and 
insatiability is rightly considered a sign of mor-
bidity. Being unlimited, they constantly and 
infinitely surpass the means at their command; 
they cannot be quenched. Inextinguishable thirst 
is constantly renewed torture. It has been claimed, 
indeed, that human activity naturally aspires 
beyond assignable limits and sets itself unattain-
able goals. But how can such an undetermined 
state be any more reconciled with the conditions 
of mental life than with the demands of physical 
life? All man’s pleasure in acting, moving and 
exerting himself implies the sense that his efforts 
are not in vain and that by walking he has 
advanced. However, one does not advance when 
one walks toward no goal, or—which is the same 
thing—when his goal is infinity. Since the dis-
tance between us and it is always the same, what-
ever road we take, we might as well have made 
the motions without progress from the spot. 
Even our glances behind and our feeling of pride 
at the distance covered can cause only deceptive 

satisfaction, since the remaining distance is not 
proportionately reduced. To pursue a goal which 
is by definition unattainable is to condemn one-
self to a state of perpetual unhappiness.

To achieve any other result, the passions first 
must be limited. Only then can they be harmo-
nized with the faculties and satisfied. But since 
the individual has no way of limiting them, this 
must be done by some force exterior to him. A 
regulative force must play the same role for moral 
needs which the organism plays for physical 
needs. This means that the force can only be 
moral. The awakening of conscience interrupted 
the state of equilibrium of the animal’s dormant 
existence; only conscience, therefore, can furnish 
the means to re-establish it. Physical restraint 
would be ineffective; hearts cannot be touched by 
physio-chemical forces. So far as the appetites are 
not automatically restrained by physiological 
mechanisms, they can be halted only by a limit 
that they recognize as just. Men would never con-
sent to restrict their desires if they felt justified in 
passing the assigned limit. But, for reasons given 
above, they cannot assign themselves this law of 
justice. So they must receive it from an authority 
which they respect, to which they yield sponta-
neously. Either directly and as a whole, or through 
the agency of one of its organs, society alone can 
play this moderating role; for it is the only moral 
power superior to the individual, the authority of 
which he accepts. It alone has the power neces-
sary to stipulate law and to set the point beyond 
which the passions must not go. Finally, it alone 
can estimate the reward to be prospectively 
offered to every class of human functionary, in 
the name of the common interest.

It is not true, then, that human activity can be 
released from all restraint. Nothing in the world 
can enjoy such a privilege. All existence being a 
part of the universe is relative to the remainder; 
its nature and method of manifestation accord-
ingly depend not only on itself but on other 
beings, who consequently restrain and regulate 
it. Here there are only differences of degree and 
form between the mineral realm and the think-
ing person. Man’s characteristic privilege is that 
the bond he accepts is not physical but moral; 
that is, social. He is governed not by a material 
environment brutally imposed on him, but by a 
conscience superior to his own, the superiority 
of which he feels. Because the greater, better 
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118 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

part of his existence transcends the body, he 
escapes the body’s yoke, but is subject to that of 
society.

But when society is disturbed by some painful 
crisis or by beneficent but abrupt transitions, it is 
momentarily incapable of exercising this influ-
ence; thence come the sudden rises in the curve 
of suicides which we have pointed out above.

In the case of economic disasters, indeed, 
something like a declassification occurs which 
suddenly casts certain individuals into a lower 
state than their previous one. Then they must 
reduce their requirements, restrain their needs, 
learn greater self-control. All the advantages of 
social influence are lost so far as they are con-
cerned; their moral education has to be recom-
menced. But society cannot adjust them 
instantaneously to this new life and teach them to 
practice the increased self-repression to which 
they are unaccustomed. So they are not adjusted 
to the condition forced on them, and its very 
prospect is intolerable; hence the suffering which 
detaches them from a reduced existence even 
before they have made trial of it.

It is the same if the source of the crisis is an 
abrupt growth of power and wealth. Then, truly, 
as the conditions of life are changed, the standard 
according to which needs were regulated can no 
longer remain the same; for it varies with social 
resources, since it largely determines the share of 
each class of producers. The scale is upset; but a 
new scale cannot be immediately improvised. 
Time is required for the public conscience to 
reclassify men and things. So long as the social 
forces thus freed have not regained equilibrium, 
their respective values are unknown and so all 
regulation is lacking for a time. The limits are 
unknown between the possible and the impossi-
ble, what is just and what is unjust, legitimate 
claims and hopes and those which are immoder-
ate. Consequently, there is no restraint upon 
aspirations. If the disturbance is profound, it 
affects even the principles controlling the distri-
bution of men among various occupations. Since 
the relations between various parts of society are 
necessarily modified, the ideas expressing these 
relations must change. Some particular class 
especially favored by the crisis is no longer 
resigned to its former lot, and, on the other hand, 
the example of its greater good fortune arouses 
all sorts of jealousy below and about it. Appetites, 

not being controlled by a public opinion become 
disoriented, no longer recognize the limits proper 
to them. Besides, they are at the same time seized 
by a sort of natural erethism simply by the greater 
intensity of public life. With increased prosperity 
desires increase. At the very moment when tradi-
tional rules have lost their authority, the richer 
prize offered these appetites stimulates them and 
makes them more exigent and impatient of con-
trol. The state of de-regulation or anomy is thus 
further heightened by passions being less disci-
plined, precisely when they need more 
disciplining.

But then their very demands make fulfillment 
impossible. Over-weening ambition always 
exceeds the results obtained, great as they may 
be, since there is no warning to pause here. Noth-
ing gives satisfaction and all this agitation is 
uninterruptedly maintained with out appease-
ment. Above all, since this race for an unattain-
able goal can give no other pleasure but that of 
the race itself, if it is one, once it is interrupted 
the participants are left empty-handed. At the 
same time the struggle grows more violent and 
painful, both from being less controlled and 
because competition is greater. All classes con-
tend among themselves because no established 
classification any longer exists. Effort grows, just 
when it becomes less productive. How could the 
desire to live not be weakened under such 
conditions?

This explanation is confirmed by the remark-
able immunity of poor countries. Poverty pro-
tects against suicide because it is a restraint in 
itself. No matter how one acts, desires have to 
depend upon resources to some extent; actual 
possessions are partly the criterion of those 
aspired to. So the less one has the less he is 
tempted to extend the range of his needs indefi-
nitely. Lack of power, compelling moderation, 
accustoms men to it, while nothing excites envy 
if no one has superfluity. Wealth, on the other 
hand, by the power it bestows, deceives us into 
believing that we depend on ourselves only. 
Reducing the resistance we encounter from 
objects, it suggests the possibility of unlimited 
success against them. The less limited one feels, 
the more intolerable all limitation appears.

Yet these dispositions are so inbred that soci-
ety has grown to accept them and is accustomed 
to think them normal. It is everlastingly repeated 
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that it is man’s nature to be eternally dissatisfied, 
constantly to advance, without relief or rest, 
toward an indefinite goal. The longing for infin-
ity is daily represented as a mark of moral dis-
tinction, whereas it can only appear within 
unregulated consciences which elevate to a rule 
the lack of rule from which they suffer. The doc-
trine of the most ruthless and swift progress has 
become an article of faith. But other theories 
appear parallel with those praising the advan-
tages of instability, which, generalizing the situa-
tion that gives them birth, declare life evil, claim 
that it is richer in grief than in pleasure and that 
it attracts men only by false claims. Since this 
disorder is greatest in the economic world, it has 
most victims there.

Industrial and commercial functions are really 
among the occupations which furnish the great-
est number of suicides (see Table XXIV, p. 258). 
Almost on a level with the liberal professions, 
they sometimes surpass them; they are especially 
more afflicted than agriculture, where the old 
regulative forces still make their appearance felt 
most and where the fever of business has least 
penetrated. Here is best recalled what was once 
the general constitution of the economic order. 
And the divergence would be yet greater if, 
among the suicides of industry, employers were 
distinguished from workmen, for the former are 
probably most stricken by the state of anomy. 
The enormous rate of those with independent 
means (720 per million) sufficiently shows that 
the possessors of most comfort suffer most. 
Everything that enforces subordination attenu-
ates the effects of this state. At least the horizon 
of the lower classes is limited by those above 

them, and for this same reason their desires are 
more modest. Those who have only empty space 
above them are almost inevitably lost in it, if no 
force restrains them.

Anomy, therefore, is a regular and specific 
factor in suicide in our modern societies; one of 
the springs from which the annual contingent 
feeds. So we have here a new type to distinguish 
from the others. It differs from them in its depen-
dence, not on the way in which individuals are 
attached to society, but on how it regulates them. 
Egoistic suicide results from man’s no longer 
finding a basis for existence in life; altruistic sui-
cide, because this basis for existence appears to 
man situated beyond life itself. The third sort of 
suicide, the existence of which has just been 
shown, results from man’s activity’s lacking regu-
lation and his consequent sufferings. By virtue of 
its origin we shall assign this last variety the 
name of anomic suicide.2

2 The above considerations show that there is a type of suicide the 
opposite of anomic suicide, just as egoistic and altruistic suicides 
are opposites. It is the suicide deriving from excessive regulation, 
that of persons with futures pitilessly blocked and passions vio-
lently choked by oppressive discipline. It is the suicide of very 
young husbands, of the married woman who is childless. So, for 
completeness’ sake, we should set up a fourth suicidal type. But it 
has so little contemporary importance and examples are so hard 
to find aside from the cases just mentioned that it seems useless 
to dwell upon it. However it might be said to have historical inter-
est. Do not the suicides of slaves, said to be frequent under certain 
conditions (See Corre, Le crime en pays Creoles, p. 48), belong to 
this type, or all suicides attributable to excessive physical or moral 
despotism? To bring out the ineluctible and inflexible nature of a 
rule against which there is no appeal, and in contrast with the 
expression “anomy” which has just been used, we might call it 
fatalistic suicide.
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22
The Rules of Sociological 
Method
Emile Durkheim

Eighth Edition, Translated by
Sarah A. Solovay and John H. Mueller

Edited by
George E. G. Catlin

What is a Social Fact?

Before inquiring into the method suited to the 
study of social facts, it is important to know 
which facts are commonly called “social.” This 
information is all the more necessary since the 
designation “social” is used with little preci-
sion. It is currently employed for practically all 
phenomena generally diffused within society, 
however small their social interest. But on that 
basis, there are, as it were, no human events 
that may not be called social. Each individual 
drinks, sleeps, eats, reasons; and it is to soci-
ety’s interest that these functions be exercised 
in an orderly manner. If, then, all these facts 
are counted as “social” facts, sociology would 
have no subject matter exclusively its own, and 
its domain would be confused with that of 
biology and psychology.

But in reality there is in every society a certain 
group of phenomena which may be differenti-
ated from those studied by the other natural sci-
ences. When I fulfil my obligations as brother, 
husband, or citizen, when I execute my contracts, 
I perform duties which are defined, externally to 
myself and my acts, in law and in custom. Even if 
they conform to my own sentiments and I feel 
their reality subjectively, such reality is still objec-
tive, for I did not create them; I merely inherited 
them through my education. How many times it 
happens, moreover, that we are ignorant of the 
details of the obligations incumbent upon us, and 
that in order to acquaint ourselves with them we 
must consult the law and its authorized interpret-
ers! Similarly, the church-member finds the 
beliefs and practices of his religious life ready-
made at birth; their existence prior to his own 
implies their existence outside of himself. The Draf
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system of signs I use to express my thought, the 
system of currency I employ to pay my debts, the 
instruments of credit I utilize in my commercial 
relations, the practices followed in my profession, 
etc., function independently of my own use of 
them. And these statements can be repeated for 
each member of society. Here, then, are ways of 
acting, thinking, and feeling that present the 
noteworthy property of existing outside the indi-
vidual consciousness.

These types of conduct or thought are not only 
external to the individual but are, moreover, 
endowed with coercive power, by virtue of which 
they impose themselves upon him, independent 
of his individual will. Of course, when I fully con-
sent and conform to them, this constraint is felt 
only slightly, if at all, and is therefore unnecessary. 
But it is, nonetheless, an intrinsic characteristic of 
these facts, the proof thereof being that it asserts 
itself as soon as I attempt to resist it. If I attempt to 
violate the law, it reacts against me so as to prevent 
my act before its accomplishment, or to nullify my 
violation by restoring the damage, if it is accom-
plished and reparable, or to make me expiate it if 
it cannot be compensated for otherwise.

In the case of purely moral maxims; the pub-
lic conscience exercises a check on every act 
which offends it by means of the surveillance it 
exercises over the conduct of citizens, and the 
appropriate penalties at its disposal. In many 
cases the constraint is less violent, but never-
theless it always exists. If I do not submit to the 
conventions of society, if in my dress I do not 
conform to the customs observed in my coun-
try and in my class, the ridicule I provoke, the 
social isolation in which I am kept, produce, 
although in an attenuated form, the same 
effects as a punishment in the strict sense of the 
word. The constraint is nonetheless efficacious 
for being indirect. I am not obliged to speak 

French with my fellow-countrymen nor to use 
the legal currency, but I cannot possibly do 
otherwise. If I tried to escape this necessity, my 
attempt would fail miserably. As an industrial-
ist, I am free to apply the technical methods of 
former centuries; but by doing so, I should 
invite certain ruin. Even when I free myself 
from these rules and violate them successfully, 
I am always compelled to struggle with them. 
When finally overcome, they make their con-
straining power sufficiently felt by the resis-
tance they offer. The enterprises of all 
innovators, including successful ones, come up 
against resistance of this kind.

Here, then, is a category of facts with very 
distinctive characteristics: it consists of ways of 
acting, thinking, and feeling, external to the indi-
vidual, and endowed with a power of coercion, 
by reason of which they control him. These ways 
of thinking could not be confused with biological 
phenomena, since they consist of representations 
and of actions; nor with psychological phenom-
ena, which exist only in the individual conscious-
ness and through it. They constitute, thus, a new 
variety of phenomena; and it is to them exclu-
sively that the term “social” ought to be applied. 
And this term fits them quite well, for it is clear 
that, since their source is not in the individual, 
their substratum can be no other than society, 
either the political society as a whole or some one 
of the partial groups it includes, such as religious 
denominations, political, literary, and occupa-
tional associations, etc. On the other hand, this 
term “social” applies to them exclusively, for it 
has a distinct meaning only if it designates exclu-
sively the phenomena which are not included in 
any of the categories of facts that have already 
been established and classified. These ways of 
thinking and acting therefore constitute the 
proper domain of sociology.
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Chapter 1

The “Rationalism” of Western Civilization

From “Prefatory Remarks” to Collected Essays 
on the Sociology of Religion (1920/2002), in 
The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of 
Capitalism, 3rd edn., trans. Stephen Kalberg 
(Los Angeles: Roxbury Publishing, 2002),  
pp. 149–60.

Any heir of modern European culture will, 
unavoidably and justifiably, address universal-his-
torical themes with a particular question in mind: 
What combination of circumstances led in the 
West, and only in the West, to the appearance of a 
variety of cultural phenomena that stand—at least 
as we like to imagine—in a historical line of 

development with universal significance and 
empirical validity?

Science, developed to the stage that we today 
recognize as “valid,” exists only in the West. 
Empirical knowledge, reflection on the world and 
the problems of life, philosophical and theologi-
cal wisdom of the deepest kind, extraordinarily 
refined knowledge and observation—all this has 
existed outside the West, above all in India, 
China, Babylon, and Egypt. Yet a fully developed 
systematic theology appeared only in Hellenic- 
influenced Christianity (even though some 
beginnings were apparent in Islam and a few sects 
in India). And despite empirical knowledge,  
Babylonian, and every other type of astronomy, 
lacked a mathematical foundation (rendering the 
development, in particular, of Babylonian astron-
omy all the more astonishing), which would be 
provided only later by the Greeks. A further prod-
uct of the Hellenic mind, the idea of rational 
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“proof,” was absent from geometry in India. This 
mind also first created mechanics and physics. 
Moreover, although the natural sciences in India 
were quite well developed as concerns observa-
tion, they lacked the rational experiment, which 
was essentially a product of the Renaissance 
(although beginnings can be found in the ancient 
world). The modern laboratory was also missing 
in the natural sciences developed in India. For 
this reason, medicine in India, which was highly 
developed in terms of empirical technique, never 
acquired a biological and, especially, a biochemi-
cal foundation. A rational chemistry was absent 
from all regions outside the West.

The scholarly writing of history in China, 
which was very advanced, lacked the rigor of 
Thucydides [ca. 460–400 bce]. Precursors of 
Machiavelli [1489–1527] existed in India, yet all 
Asian theorizing on the state omitted a system-
atic approach comparable to Aristotle’s [384–322 
bce], as well as rational concepts in general.  
A rational jurisprudence based on rigorous jurid-
ical models and modes of thinking of the type 
found in Roman law and the Western law 
indebted to it was absent outside the West, 
despite all beginnings in India (School of 
Mimamsa) and the comprehensive codification 
of law in the Near East especially—and in spite of 
all the books on law written in India and else-
where. A form of law similar to canon law cannot 
be found outside the West.

Similar conclusions must be drawn for art. The 
musical ear, apparently, was developed to a more 
refined degree among peoples outside the West 
than in the West to this day; or, at any rate, not less 
so. The most diverse sorts of polyphonic music 
have expanded across the globe, as did also the 
simultaneous playing of a number of instruments 
and singing in the higher pitches. All of the West’s 
rational tone intervals were also widely calculated 
and known elsewhere. However, unique to the 
West were many musical innovations. Among 
them were rational, harmonic music (both coun-
terpoint and harmony); formation of tone on the 
basis of three triads and the major third; and the 
understanding of chromatics and en-harmonics 
since the Renaissance harmonically and in ratio-
nal form (rather than by reference to distance). 
Others were the orchestra with the string quartet 
as its core and the organization of ensembles of 
wind instruments; the bass accompaniment; and 

the system of musical notation (which made pos-
sible the composition and rehearsal of modern 
works of music and their very survival over time). 
Still other innovations were sonatas, symphonies, 
and operas (although organized music, onomato-
poeia, chromatics, and alteration of tones have 
existed in the most diverse music as modes of 
expression). Finally, the West’s basic instruments 
were the means for all this: the organ, piano, and 
violin.

[The situation is similar in architecture.] As a 
means of decoration, pointed arches existed out-
side the West, both in the ancient world and in 
Asia. Presumably, the juxtaposition of pointed 
arches and cross-arched vaults was not unknown 
in the Middle East. However, the rational utiliza-
tion of the Gothic vault as a means to distribute 
thrust and to arch over variously formed spaces 
and, above all, as a principle of construction for 
large monumental buildings and as the founda-
tion for a style that incorporated sculpture and 
painting, as was created in the Middle Ages—all 
this was missing outside the West. A solution to 
the weight problem introduced by domes was 
also lacking outside the West, even though the 
technical basis for its solution was taken from the 
Middle East. Every type of “classical” rationaliza-
tion of the entire art world - as occurred in paint-
ing through the rational use of both linear and 
spatial perspective - was also lacking outside the 
West, where it began with the Renaissance.

Printing existed in China. Yet a printed litera-
ture intended only to be printed and made possi-
ble exclusively through printing—“daily 
newspapers” and “periodicals,” mainly—origi-
nated only in the West.

Universities of all possible types existed also 
outside the West (China and the Islamic world), 
even universities that look externally similar to 
those in the West, especially to Western academ-
ics. A rational and systematic organization into 
scientific disciplines, however, with trained and 
specialized professionals (Fachmenschentum), 
existed only in the West. This becomes especially 
evident if these disciplines are viewed from the 
vantage point of whether they attained the cul-
turally dominant significance they have achieved 
in the West today,

Above all, the cornerstone of the modern state 
and modern economy—specialized civil ser-
vants—arose only in the West. Only precursors of 
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this stratum appeared outside the West. It never 
became, in any sense, as constitutive for the social 
order as occurred in the West. The “civil servant,” 
of course, even the civil servant who performs 
specialized tasks, appeared in various societies, 
even in ancient times. However, only in the mod-
ern West is our entire existence - the foundational 
political, technical, and economic conditions of 
our being—absolutely and inescapably bound up 
in the casing (Gehause) of an organization of spe-
cially trained civil servants. No nation and no 
epoch has come to know state civil servants in the 
way that they are known in the modern West, 
namely, as persons trained in technical, commer-
cial, and above all, legal areas of knowledge who 
are the social carriers of the most important 
everyday functions of social life.

[And what about the state?] The organization 
of political and social groups on the basis of sta-
tus has existed historically on a broad scale. Yet 
the Standestaat in the Western sense—rex et reg-
num—has appeared only in the West. Moreover, 
parliaments of periodically elected “representa-
tives,” with demagogues and party leaders held 
responsible as “ministers” to parliamentary pro-
cedures, have come into existence only in the 
West. This remains the case even though “politi-
cal parties,” of course, in the sense of organiza-
tions oriented to the acquisition of political 
power and the exercise of influence on political 
policy, can be found throughout the world. The 
“state,” in fact, as a political institution (Anstalt) 
operated according to a rationally enacted “con-
stitution” and rationally enacted laws, and 
administered by civil servants possessing special-
ized arenas of competence and oriented to rules 
and “laws,” has existed with these distinguishing 
features only in the West, even though rudimen-
tary developments in these directions have crys-
tallized elsewhere.

The same may be said of that most fateful 
power of our modern life: capitalism.

A “drive to acquire goods” has actually noth-
ing whatsoever to do with capitalism, as little as 
has the “pursuit of profit,” money, and the great-
est possible gain. Such striving has been found, 
and is to this day, among waiters, physicians, 
chauffeurs, artists, prostitutes, corrupt civil ser-
vants, soldiers, thieves, crusaders, gambling 
casino customers, and beggars. One can say that 
this pursuit of profit exists among “all sorts and 

conditions of men” [Sir Walter Besant], in all 
epochs and in all countries of the globe. It can be 
seen both in the past and in the present wher-
ever the objective possibility for it somehow 
exists.

This naive manner of conceptualizing capital-
ism by reference to a “pursuit of gain” must be 
relegated to the kindergarten of cultural history 
methodology and abandoned once and for all. A 
fully unconstrained compulsion to acquire goods 
cannot be understood as synonymous with capi-
talism, and even less as its “spirit.” On the con-
trary, capitalism can be identical with the taming 
of this irrational motivation, or at least with its 
rational tempering. Nonetheless, capitalism is 
distinguished by the striving for profit, indeed, 
profit is pursued in a rational, continuous man-
ner in companies and firms, and then pursued 
again and again, as is profitability. There are no 
choices. If the entire economy is organized 
according to the rules of the open market, any 
company that fails to orient its activities toward 
the chance of attaining profit is condemned to 
bankruptcy.

Let us begin by defining terms in a manner 
more precise than often occurs. For us, a “capital-
ist” economic act involves first of all an expecta-
tion of profit based on the utilization of 
opportunities for exchange; that is, of (formally) 
peaceful opportunities for acquisition. Formal 
and actual acquisition through violence follows 
its own special laws and hence should best be 
placed, as much as one may recommend doing 
so, in a different category. Wherever capitalist 
acquisition is rationally pursued, action is ori-
ented to calculation in terms of capital. What 
does this mean?

Such action is here oriented to a systematic 
utilization of skills or personal capacities on 
behalf of earnings in such a manner that, at the 
close of business transactions, the company’s 
money balances, or “capital” (its earnings through 
transactions), exceed the estimated value of all 
production costs (and, in the case of a longer 
lasting company, again and again exceed costs). It 
is all the same whether goods entrusted to a trav-
eling salesman are involved and he receives pay-
ment through barter, so that the closing 
calculation takes place in goods, or whether the 
assets of a large manufacturing corporation (such 
as buildings, machines, cash, basic materials, and 
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partly or entirely manufactured goods) are 
weighed against its production costs. Decisive in 
both situations is that a calculation of earnings in 
money terms takes place, regardless of whether it 
is made on the basis of modern accounting 
methods or primitive, superficial procedures. 
Both at the beginning of the project and at the 
end there are specific calculations of balances. A 
starting balance is established and calculations 
are carried out before each separate transaction 
takes place; at every stage an instrumental assess-
ment of the utility of potential transactions is 
calculated; and, finally, a concluding balance is 
calculated and the origin of “the profit” 
ascertained.

The beginning balance of the commenda 
transaction involves, for example, a designation 
of the amount of money agreed upon by both 
parties regarding what the relevant goods should 
be worth (assuming they have not already been 
given a monetary value). A final balance forms 
the estimate on the basis of which a distribution 
of profit and loss takes place. Calculation lies (as 
long as each case is rational) at the foundation of 
every single activity of the commenda partners. 
However, an actual exact accounting and 
appraisal may not exist, for on some occasions 
the transaction proceeds purely by reference to 
estimates or even on the basis of traditions and 
conventions. Indeed, such estimation appears in 
every form of capitalist enterprise even today 
wherever circumstances do not require more 
exact calculation. These points, however, relate 
only to the degree of rationality of capitalist 
acquisition.

Important for the formation of the concept of 
capitalism is only that economic action is deci-
sively influenced by the actual orientation to a 
comparison of estimated monetary expenses with 
estimated monetary income, however primitive 
in form the comparison may be. Now in this sense 
we can see that, insofar as our documents on 
economies have reached into the distant past, 
“capitalism” and “capitalist” enterprises, at times 
with only a moderate degree of rationalization of 
capital accounting, have existed in all the world’s 
civilizations, in other words, “capitalism” and 
“capitalist” enterprises have been found in China, 
India, Babylon, Egypt, the ancient Mediterranean, 
and medieval Europe, as well as in the modern 
West. Not only entirely isolated enterprises existed 

in these civilizations; rather, also businesses are 
found completely oriented to the continuous 
appearance of new companies and to a continuity 
of “operations.” This remained the situation even 
though trade, over long periods, did not become 
perpetual, as it did in the West; instead, if assumed 
the character of a series of separate enterprises. A 
business context—the development of different 
“branches” for business—congealed only gradu-
ally and only slowly influenced the behavior of the 
largescale commercial traders. At any rate, the 
capitalist enterprise has been an enduring, highly 
universal, and ancient organization. Also capital-
ist businessmen, not only as occasional entrepre-
neurs but as persons oriented permanently to 
business, have been ancient, enduring, and highly 
universal figures.

The West, however, has given birth to types 
and forms of capitalism (as well as to directions 
for its unfolding) that have provided the founda-
tion for the development of capitalism to an extent 
and significance unknown outside the West. Mer-
chants have engaged in wholesale and retail trade, 
on a local as well as international scale, through-
out the world. Businesses offering loans of every 
sort have existed widely, as have banks with the 
most diverse functions (although for the most 
part functions essentially similar to those of West-
ern banks of the sixteenth century). Sea loans, 
commenda, and kommandit types of businesses 
and formal associations have been widespread. 
Wherever the financing of public institutions 
through currency has occurred, financiers have 
appeared - in Babylon, ancient Greece, India, 
China, and ancient Rome. They have financed 
above all wars, piracy, and all types of shipping 
and construction projects; as entrepreneurs in 
colonies they have served the international policy 
goals of nations. In addition, these adventure cap-
italists have acquired plantations and operated 
them using slaves or (directly or indirectly) forced 
labor; they have leased land and the rights to use 
honorific titles; they have financed both the lead-
ers of political parties standing for re-election and 
mercenaries for civil wars; and, finally, as “specu-
lators” they have been involved in all sorts of 
money-raising opportunities.

This type of entrepreneur—the adventure 
capitalist—has existed throughout the world. 
With the exception of trade, credit, and banking 
businesses, his money-making endeavors have 
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been mainly either of a purely irrational and 
speculative nature or of a violent character, such 
as the capture of booty. This has taken place 
either through warfare or the continuous fiscal 
exploitation of subjugated populations.

Promoter, adventure, colonial, and, as it exists 
in the West, modern finance capitalism can be 
characterized often, even today, in terms of these 
features. This becomes especially apparent when-
ever capitalism is oriented to warfare, although it 
holds even in periods of peace. Single (and only 
single) components of large-scale international 
commerce today, as in the past, approximate 
adventure capitalism.

However, in the modern era the West came to 
know an entirely different type of capitalism. 
Absent from all other regions of the globe, or 
existing only in preliminary developmental 
stages, this capitalism appeared side-by-side with 
adventure capitalism and took as its foundation 
the rational-capitalist organization of (legally) 
free labor. With coerced labor, a certain degree of 
rational organization had been attained only on 
the plantations of antiquity and, to a very limited 
extent, on the ancient world’s ergasteria An even 
lesser degree of rationality was reached in agri-
cultural forced-labor enterprises generally, the 
workshop-is of medieval manors, and in man-
or-based cottage industries utilizing the labor of 
serfs at the dawning of the modern era. Outside 
the West, free labor has been found only occa-
sionally. Even the existence of actual “cottage 
industries” has been documented with certainty 
only rarely outside the West. And the use of day 
laborers, which naturally can be found every-
where, did not lead to manufacturing and not at 
all to a rational, apprenticeship-style organiza-
tion of skilled labor of the type practiced in the 
West’s Middle Ages. This must be said despite a 
very few, very unusual exceptions, and even these 
diverged significantly from the modern Western 
organization of industrial work in companies 
(especially from those companies that, through 
support from the state, held market 
monopolies).

However, the rational organization of indus-
trial companies and their orientation to market 
opportunities, rather than to political violence or 
to irrational speculation, does not constitute the 
only distinguishing mark of Western capitalism. 
The modem, rational organization of the 

capitalist industrial firm would not have been 
possible without two prior important develop-
ments: (!) the separation of the household from the 
industrial company, which absolutely dominates 
economic life today, and, connected closely to 
this development, (2) the appearance of rational 
accounting.

The spatial separation of the place of labor 
or sales from the place of residence can be also 
found elsewhere (in the Oriental bazaar and in 
the ergasteria of other cultures). Capitalist asso-
ciations with accounting procedures separate 
from personal accounts existed in East Asia as 
well as in the Middle East and the ancient 
world. Nonetheless, compared to the modern 
situation in which company operations are fully 
independent, these examples show only very 
limited beginnings. This remained the case 
above all because the internal preconditions for 
independent business operation—rational 
accounting methods and a legal separation of 
company wealth from personal wealth—were 
either entirely absent or developed only to pre-
liminary stages. Instead, outside the West, 
industry- oriented endeavors tended to become 
simply one component of the feudal manor’s 
household activities (the oikos). [Karl Johann] 
Rodbertus [1805–65] has already noted that all 
developments toward the oikos deviated dis-
tinctly from the route taken by capitalist activ-
ity in the West. Indeed, as he argues, and 
despite a number of apparent similarities, the 
oikos stood starkly in opposition to the Western 
pathway.

All these particular aspects of Western capi-
talism, however, in the end acquired their pres-
ent-day significance as a result of their connection 
to the capitalist organization of work. Even what 
one is inclined to call “commercialization”—the 
development of stocks and bonds and the sys-
tematization, through stock markets, of specula-
tion—must be seen as taking place in the context 
of a capitalist organization of labor. All this, even 
the development toward “commercialization,” if 
it had been possible at all, would never have 
unfolded to anywhere near the same proportion 
and dimension if a capitalist-rational organiza-
tion of work had been lacking. Hence, all of these 
new factors would never have significantly influ-
enced the social structure and all those problems 
associated with it specific to the modern West. 
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Exact calculation, the foundation for everything 
else, is possible only on the basis of free labor.

And as the world outside the modern West 
has not known the rational organization of work, 
it has also not known, and for this reason, ratio-
nal socialism. Now, of course, just as history has 
experienced a full spectrum of types of econo-
mies, ranging from those, on the one hand, ori-
ented to city development and city-organized 
food supply policies, mercantilism, the social 
welfare policies instituted by princes, the 
rationing of goods, a thorough regulation of the 
economy, and protectionism, and on the other 
hand to laissez-faire theories (also in China), the 
world has also known socialist and communist 
economies of the most diverse sorts. State social-
ist (in [ancient] Egypt) and cartel-monopolistic 
versions of socialism can be found, as can types 
of communism more rooted in (a) heteroge-
neous consumer organizations, (b) private 
sphere values of intimacy and the family, (e) 
religious values, and (d) military values. How-
ever (despite the existence everywhere at one 
time or another of guilds and brotherhood cor-
porations, various legal distinctions between 
cities and provinces in the most diverse form, 
and cities that granted specific market advan-
tages to particular groups), just as the concept of 
“citizen” is entirely missing except in the West 
and the concept of “bourgeoisie” is completely 
absent outside the modem West, so also the 
notion of a “proletariat” as a class is absent. 
Indeed, it could not appear outside the West 
precisely because a rational organization of free 
labor in industrial enterprises was lacking. “Class 
struggles” between strata of creditors and debt-
ors, between those who owned land and those 
who did not (whether serfs or tenant sharecrop-
pers), between persons with economic interests 
in commerce and consumers or owners of land 
- all these conflicts have existed for centuries in 
various constellations. Yet even the struggles 
typical in the West’s medieval period between 
domestic industry entrepreneurs and their wage 
workers [the putting-out system] are found else-
where only in a rudimentary form. The modern 
opposition between large-scale industrialists, as 
employers, and free workers paid a wage is com-
pletely lacking outside the West. And thus a sit-
uation of the type known to modern socialism 
also could not exist.

Hence, for us, as we investigate the universal 
history of civilizations, and even if we proceed by 
reference exclusively to issues directly related to 
the economy, the central problem in the end can-
not be the unfolding of capitalist activity every-
where and the various forms it took. That is, our 
concern cannot be whether it appeared more as 
adventure capitalism, commercial capitalism, or 
a capitalism oriented to the opportunities for 
profit offered by war, politics, and state adminis-
tration. Rather, the central problem must ulti-
mately involve the origin of middle class industrial 
capitalism with its rational organization of free 
labor. Or, rendered in the terms of cultural his-
tory: The central problem must ultimately con-
cern the origin of the Western middle class and 
its particular features. Of course, this theme is 
closely interwoven with the question of the ori-
gin of the capitalist organization of labor. Yet it is 
naturally not exactly the same -for the simple 
reason that a “middle class,” in the sense of a 
stratum of people, existed before the develop-
ment of this specifically Western capitalism 
anchored in the capitalist organization of labor. 
However, obviously this was the case only in the 
West.

Now evidently the capitalism specific to the 
modern West has been strongly influenced above 
all by advances in the realm of technology. The 
nature of the rationality of modern Western cap-
italism is today determined by the calculability of 
factors that are technically decisive. Indeed, these 
factors are the foundation for all more exact cal-
culation. In turn this calculability is rooted fun-
damentally in the characteristic uniqueness of 
Western science, and especially in the natural 
sciences grounded in the exactness of mathemat-
ics and the controlled experiment.

The development of these sciences, and the 
technology that is based upon them, acquired—
and continues to acquire—pivotal invigorating 
impulses from opportunities offered by capital-
ism. Market opportunities, that is, as rewards, are 
connected to the economic applications of these 
technologies. However, it must also be empha-
sized that the origin of Western science cannot be 
explained by the availability of such economic 
opportunities. Calculation, even with decimals, 
existed also in the algebra of India, where the 
decimal system was discovered. Yet in India it 
never led to modern calculation and accounting 
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methods; this mode of calculation was first 
placed into operation only in the West’s develop-
ing capitalism. Similarly, the origin of mathemat-
ics and physics was not determined by economic 
interests, yet the technical application of scientific 
knowledge was. Important for the quality of life 
of the broad population, this application was 
conditioned by economic rewards—and these 
crystallized precisely in the West. These rewards, 
however, flowed out of the particular character of 
the West’s social order. It must then be asked: 
From which components of this unique social 
order did these rewards derive? Surely not all of 
its features have been of equal importance.

The rational structure of law and administra-
tion has undoubtedly been among the most cen-
tral elements of this social order. This is the case 
for the simple reason that modern-rational indus-
trial capitalism, just as it requires calculable tech-
nical means in order to organize work, also needs 
a calculable law and administration that function 
according to formal rules. Of course adventure 
capitalism and a trade-based capitalism oriented 
to speculation, as well as all types of capitalism 
determined by political considerations, can well 
exist without calculable law and administration. 
However, a rational industrial firm—with fixed 
capital and reliable calculation, and operating in a 
private economy—is not possible without this 
type of law and administration.

Yet this type of law and administration, in this 
degree of legal-technical and formal perfection, 
was placed at the disposal of the economy and its 
development only in the West. Hence, one must 
ask: What was the source of this type of law in the 
West? Undoubtedly, in addition to other circum-
stances, also economic interests paved the way for 
the rule of a stratum of jurists who were profession-
ally trained in rational law and who, in a disciplined 
and regular manner, practiced and administered 
law. This is evident from every investigation. Yet 
these economic interests were not the exclusive, or 
even the primary, causal forces in the rise of this 
stratum to importance. Moreover, economic inter-
ests did not of themselves create this type of law. 
Rather, entirely different powers were active in 
respect to this development. And why then did 
capitalist interests not call forth this stratum of 
jurists and this type of law in China or India? How 
did it happen that scientific, artistic, and economic 
development, as well as state-building, were not 

directed in China and India into those tracks of 
rationalization specific to the West?

The issue in all of the cases mentioned above 
evidently involves a characteristic aspect of a 
specifically formed “rationalism” of Western civ-
ilization. Now this word can be understood as 
implying a vast spectrum of matters. There is, for 
example, “rationalization” of mystical contempla-
tion, that is, of a type of behavior that is specifi-
cally “irrational” if viewed from the perspective 
of other realms of life. Similarly, there may be 
rationalization of the economy, technology, sci-
entific work, education, warfare, administration, 
and the practice of law. One may further “ratio-
nalize” each one of these arenas from vantage 
points and goals of the most diverse sort and 
ultimate orientations. What may appear “ratio-
nal” viewed from one angle may appear “irratio-
nal” when viewed from another.

Hence, we must note that rationalizations 
have occurred in the various arenas of life in 
highly varying ways and in all circles of cultural 
life. It is necessary, in order to identify the ways 
in which the multiple rationalization paths have 
characteristically varied according to cultural 
and historical factors, to assess which arenas have 
been rationalized and in what directions. Again, 
important here above all are the special charac-
teristic features of Western rationalism and, 
within this particular type of rationalism, the 
characteristic features of modern Western ratio-
nalism. Our concern is to identify this unique-
ness and to explain its origin.

Every such attempt at explanation, recogniz-
ing the fundamental significance of economic 
factors, must above all take account of these fac-
tors. However, the opposite line of causation 
should not be neglected if only because the origin 
of economic rationalism depends not only on an 
advanced development of technology and law 
but also on the capacity and disposition of per-
sons to organize their lives in a practical-rational 
manner. Wherever magical and religious forces 
have inhibited the unfolding of this organized 
life, the development of an organized life ori-
ented systematically toward economic activity has 
confronted broad-ranging internal resistance. 
Magical and religious powers, and the ethical 
notions of duty based on them, have been in the 
past among the most important formative influ-
ences upon the way life has been organized.
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24
The Protestant Ethic and 
the Spirit of Capitalism 
with Other Writings on 
the Rise of the West
Max Weber

Translated and Introduced by 
Stephen Kalberg
Boston University

Our focus at the beginning should be only 
to provide a provisional illustration of the 
activity implied here by the term spirit of 

capitalism. Indeed, such an illustration is indis-
pensable in order to attain our aim now of simply 
understanding the object of our investigation. 
On behalf of this purpose we turn to a document 
that contains the spirit of concern to us in near 
classical purity, and simultaneously offers the 
advantage of being detached from all direct con-
nection to religious belief—hence, for our theme, 
of being “free of presuppositions.”

Remember, that time is money. He that can 
earn ten shillings a day by his labour, and goes 
abroad, or sits idle one half of that day, though he 
spends but sixpence during his diversion or idle-
ness, ought not to reckon that the only expense; 

he has really spent or rather thrown away five 
shillings besides.

Remember, that credit is money. If a man lets 
his money lie in my hands after it is due, he gives 
me the interest, or so much as I can make of it 
during that time. This amounts to a considerable 
sum where a man has good and large credit, and 
makes good use of it.

Remember, that money is of the prolific, gen-
erating nature. Money can beget money, and its 
offspring can beget more, and so on. Five shil-
lings turned is six, turned again it is seven and 
threepence, and so on, till it becomes a hundred 
pounds. The more there is of it, the more it pro-
duces every turning, so that the profits rise 
quicker and quicker. He that kills a breeding-sow, 
destroys all her offspring to the thousandth 
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130 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

generation. He that murders a crown, destroys all 
that it might have produced, even scores of 
pounds. . . .

Remember this saying: The good paymaster is 
lord of another man’s purse. He that is known to 
pay punctually and exactly to the time he prom-
ises, may at any time, and on any occasion, raise 
all the money his friends can spare.

This is sometimes of great use. After industry 
and frugality, nothing contributes more to the 
raising of a young man in the world than punctu-
ality and justice in all his dealings; therefore 
never keep borrowed money an hour beyond the 
time you promised, lest a disappointment shut up 
your friend’s purse for ever.

The most trifling actions that affect a man’s 
credit are to be regarded. The sound of your ham-
mer at five in the morning, or nine at night, 
heard by a creditor, makes him easy six months 
longer; but if he sees you at a billiard-table, or 
hears your voice at a tavern, when you should be 
at work, he sends for his money the next day;. . . 
[he] demands it before you are able to pay.

It shows, besides, that you are mindful of what 
you owe; it makes you appear a careful as well as 
an honest man, and that still increases your 
credit.

Beware of thinking that you own all that 
you possess, and of living accordingly. It is a 
mistake that many people who have credit fall 
into. To prevent this, keep an exact account 
both of your expenses and your income. If you 
make an effort to attend to particular expenses, 
it will have this good effect: you will discover 
how wonderfully small, trifling expenses 
mount up to large sums, and will discern what 
might have been, and may for the future be 
saved, without occasioning any great 
inconvenience.

For six pounds a year you may have the use of 
one hundred pounds if you are a man of known 
prudence and honesty.

He that spends a groat a day idly, spends idly 
above six pounds a year, which is the price of 
using one hundred pounds.

He that wastes idly a groat’s worth of his time 
per day, one day with another, wastes the privi-
lege of using one hundred pounds each year.

He that idly loses five shillings’ worth of time, 
loses five shillings and might as prudently throw 
five shillings into the sea.

He that loses five shillings not only loses that 
sum, but all the advantage that might be made by 
turning it in dealing, which by the time that a 
young man becomes old, amounts to a comfort-
able bag of money.

It is Benjamin Franklin [1706–90] who 
preaches to us in these sentences. As the sup-
posed catechism of a Yankee, Ferdinand Kürn-
berger satirizes these axioms in his brilliantly 
clever and venomous Picture of American Cul-
ture. That the spirit of capitalism is here manifest 
in Franklin’s words, even in a characteristic man-
ner, no one will doubt. It will not be argued here, 
however, that all aspects of what can be under-
stood by this spirit are contained in them.

Let us dwell a moment upon a passage, the 
worldly wisdom of which is summarized thusly 
by Kürnberger: “They make tallow for candles 
out of cattle and money out of men.” Remarkably, 
the real peculiarity in the “philosophy of avarice” 
contained in this maxim is the ideal of the cred-
it-worthy man of honor and, above all, the idea 
of the duty of the individual to increase his 
wealth, which is assumed to be a self-defined 
interest in itself. Indeed, rather than simply a 
common-sense approach to life, a peculiar 
“ethic” is preached here: its violation is treated 
not simply as foolishness but as a sort of forget-
fulness duty. Above all, this distinction stands at 
the center of the matter. “Business savvy,” which 
is found commonly enough, is here not alone 
taught; rather, an ethos is expressed in this 
maxim. Just this quality is of interest to us in this 
investigation.

A retired business partner of Jakob Fugger, 
[11459–1525, an extremely wealthy German 
financier, export merchant, and philanthropist], 
once sought to convince him to retire. Yet his 
colleague’s argument that he had accumulated 
enough wealth and should allow others their 
chance—was rebuked by Fugger as “contemptible 
timidity.” He “viewed matters differently,” Fugger 
answered, and “wanted simply to make money as 
long as he could,”

Obviously, the spirit of this statement must be 
distinguished from Franklin’s. Fugger’s entrepre-
neurial daring and personal, morally indifferent 
proclivities now take on the character, in Franklin, 
of an ethically-oriented maxim for the organiza-
tion of life. The expression spirit of capitalism will 
be used here in just this specific manner—naturally 
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the spirit of modern capitalism. That is, in light of 
the formulation of our theme, it must be evident 
that the Western European and American capital-
ism of the last few centuries constitutes our con-
cern rather than the “capitalism” that has appeared 
in China, India, Babylon, the ancient world, and 
the Middle Ages. As we will see, just that peculiar 
ethic was missing in all these cases.

Nevertheless, all of Franklin’s moral admon-
ishments are applied in a utilitarian fashion: 
Honesty is useful because it leads to the availabil-
ity of credit. Punctuality, industry, and frugality 
are also useful, and are therefore virtues.

In truth, however, matters are not so simple. 
Benjamin Franklin’s own character demonstrates 
that the issue is more complex: his character 
appears clearly, however seldom, in his autobiog-
raphy as one of candor and truthfulness. It is also 
evident in Franklin’s tracing of his realization—
virtues can be “useful” —back to a revelation 
from God that was designed, he believed, to 
guide him onto the path of righteousness. Some-
thing more is involved here than simply an 
embellishing of purely self-interested, egocentric 
maxims.

The complexity of this issue is above all 
apparent in the summum bonum [“supreme 
good”] of this “ethic”: namely, the acquisition of 
money, and more and more money, takes place 
here simultaneously with the strictest avoidance 
of all spontaneous enjoyment of it. The pursuit 
of riches is fully stripped of all pleasurable 
(eudämonistischen), and surely all hedonistic, 
aspects. Accordingly, this striving becomes 
understood completely as an end in itself—to 
such an extent that it appears as fully outside the 
normal course of affairs and simply irrational, at 
least when viewed from the perspective of the 
“happiness” or “utility” of the single individual. 
Here, people are oriented to acquisition as the 
purpose of life; acquisition is no longer viewed 
as a means to the end of satisfying the substan-
tive needs of life. Those people in possession of 
spontaneous, fun-loving dispositions experience 
this situation as an absolutely meaningless rever-
sal of a “natural” condition (as we would say 
today). Yet this reversal constitutes just as surely 
a guiding principle of [modern] capitalism as 
incomprehension of this new situation charac-
terizes all who remain untouched by [modern] 
capitalism’s tentacles.

This reversal implies an internal line of devel-
opment that comes into close contact with cer-
tain religious ideas. One can ask why then 
“money ought to be made out of persons.” In his 
autobiography, and although he is himself a 
bland Deist, Franklin answers with a maxim 
from the Bible that, as he says, his strict Calvinist 
father again and again drilled into him in his 
youth: “Seest thou a man vigorous in his voca-
tional calling (Beruf)? He shall stand before 
kings” (Prov. 22:29). As long as it is carried out in 
a legal manner, the acquisition of money in the 
modern economic order is the result and mani-
festation of competence and proficiency in a 
vocational calling. This competence and profi-
ciency is the actual alpha and omega of Franklin’s 
morality, as now can be easily recognized. It 
presents itself to us both in the passages cited 
above and, without exception, in all his writings.

In fact, this peculiar idea of a duty to have a 
vocational calling, so familiar to us today but 
actually not at all self-evident, is the idea that is 
characteristic of the “social ethic” of modern 
capitalist culture. In a certain sense, it is even of 
constitutive significance for it. It implies a notion 
of duty that individuals ought to experience, and 
do, vis-à-vis the content of their “vocational” 
activity. This notion appears regardless of the 
particular nature of the activity and regardless, 
especially, of whether this activity seems to 
involve (as it does for people with a spontaneous, 
fun-loving disposition) nothing more than a sim-
ple utilization of their capacity for labor or their 
treatment of it as only a material possession (as 
“capital”).

Nevertheless, it is surely not the case that the 
idea of a duty in one’s vocational calling could 
grow only on the soil of [modern] capitalism. 
Rather, our attempt later to trace its roots will 
take us to a period prior to [modern] capitalism. 
Naturally it will be argued here even less that, 
under today’s capitalism, the subjective acquisi-
tion of these ethical maxims by capitalism’s par-
ticular social carriers (such as businesspersons or 
workers in modern capitalist companies) consti-
tutes a condition for capitalism’s further exis-
tence. Rather, the capitalist economic order of 
today is a vast cosmos into which a person is 
born. It simply exists, to each person, as a factu-
ally unalterable casing (unabänderliches 
Gehäuse) in which he or she must live. To the 
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extent that people are interwoven into the con-
text of capitalism’s market forces, the norms of its 
economic action are forced onto them. Every 
factory owner who operates in the long term 
against these norms will inevitably be eliminated 
from the economy. With the same degree of inev-
itability, every worker who cannot or will not 
adapt to the norms of the marketplace will 
become unemployed.

As a rule, the bold and unscrupulous specula-
tors or the adventurous persons in pursuit of 
riches, such as are encountered in all epochs of 
economic development, have not created this 
transformation. It has been scarcely visible to all 
who investigate external changes only (such as a 
massive influx of new money), alterations in the 
forms of organizations, or changes in the organi-
zation of the economy. Nevertheless, these ethi-
cal qualities have been decisive for the infusion of 
economic life with this new spirit of capitalism. 
Nor were the “great financiers” pivotal. Rather, a 
different group proved central: men raised in the 
school of hard knocks, simultaneously calculat-
ing and daring but above all dispassionate, steady, 
shrewd, devoted fully to their cause, and in pos-
session of strict, middle-class views and 
“principles.”

One might be inclined to believe that not the 
slightest connection exists between these per-
sonal moral qualities and any ethical maxims, let 
alone any religious ideas as such. One might be 
further inclined to see here an essentially nega-
tive relationship: one could contend that leading 
an organized life oriented to business assumes a 
capacity to withdraw oneself from long-standing 
religious tradition. Hence, according to this line 
of reasoning, liberal “Enlightenment” views 
would constitute the adequate foundation for the 
life organized on behalf of business activity. In 
fact this argument is in general correct today. As 
a rule, a religious undergirding of the life ori-
ented to business is absent.

Furthermore, wherever a relationship between 
business activity and religious belief exists, it 
turns out to be a negative one, at least in Ger-
many. People who are saturated by the capitalist 
spirit today tend to be indifferent, if not openly 
hostile, to religion. The thought of pious bore-
dom in paradise has little appeal for their activi-
ty-oriented natures, and religion appears to this 
group as a mechanism that pulls people away 

from the very foundation of existence—their 
work. If one were to question these people 
regarding the “meaning” of their restless hunt, 
which is never happy with possessions already 
owned—and for this reason alone must appear 
meaningless from the point of view of a com-
pletely this-worldly orientation of life—they 
would at times answer (if able to answer at all): 
“to care for the children and grandchildren.” 
Nevertheless, because this motivation is appar-
ently far from unique to them, and influences in 
the same manner all those with the approach to 
business of “economic traditionalism,” they 
would more frequently offer the simple and more 
correct answer: With its stable work, the business 
is “indispensable to life.” This answer is indeed 
the single actual motivation, and it immediately 
renders obvious the irrationality, from the point 
of view of one’s personal happiness, of this orga-
nization of life: people live for their business 
rather than the reverse.

How then does it come about that activity 
which, in the most favorable case, is barely mor-
ally tolerable becomes a “calling” in the manner 
practiced by Benjamin Franklin? How is it to be 
explained historically that in Florence, the center 
of capitalist development in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries and the marketplace for 
money and capital for all of the great political 
powers, striving for profit was viewed as either 
morally questionable or at best tolerated? Yet in 
the business relationships found in small compa-
nies in rural Pennsylvania, where scarcely a trace 
of large-scale commerce could be found, where 
only the beginning stages of a banking system 
were evident, and where the economy was con-
tinuously threatened with collapse into sheer 
barter (as a result of a simple lack of money), the 
same striving for profit became viewed as legiti-
mate. Indeed, it became understood as the 
essence of a morally acceptable, even praisewor-
thy, way of organizing and directing life.

To speak here of a “reflection” of “material” 
conditions in the “ideal superstructure” would be 
complete nonsense. Hence, our question: What 
set of ideas gave birth to the ordering of activity 
oriented purely to profit under the category of a 
“calling,” to which the person felt an obligation? 
Just this set of ideas provided the ethical sub-
structure and backbone for the “new style” 
employer’s organized life.
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Some have depicted economic rationalism as 
the basic characteristic of the modern economy 
in general. Sombart in particular, often in suc-
cessful and effective discussions, has done so. 
Surely he has done so correctly if “economic 
rationalism” refers to the increase in productivity 
that results from the organization of the produc-
tion process according to scientific vantage 
points—hence the banishing of the situation in 
which gains were restricted owing to the natu-
rally given “organic” limitations of people. This 
rationalization process in the arenas of technol-
ogy and the economy undoubtedly also condi-
tions an important part of the “ideals of life” in 
the modern, middle-class society in general

Work in the service of a rational production of 
material goods for the provision of humanity has 
without question always been hovering over the 
representatives of the capitalist spirit as a direct-
ing purpose of their life’s labors. For example, 
one needs only to read about Franklin’s efforts in 
Philadelphia in the service of community 
improvement to understand immediately this 
completely self-evident truth. Moreover, the joy 
and pride one feels in giving “work” to numerous 
people and in assisting the economic “flowering” 
(in the manner in which this term is associated, 
under capitalism, with population and trade fig-
ures) of one’s hometown belongs obviously to the 
unique, and undoubtedly “idealistically” driven, 
satisfactions of the modern business establish-
ment. And, likewise, the capitalist economy 
rationalizes on the basis of strictly quantitative 
calculations and is oriented to the sought-after 
economic success in a systematic and dispassion-
ate manner.

These operating principles are inherent in 
and fundamental to capitalism. They contrast 
directly with the situation of the peasant who 
lives from hand to mouth, to the guild craftsmen 
in the medieval epoch who maintained market 
advantages rooted in old customs, and to the 
“adventure capitalist” who was oriented to polit-
ical opportunities and irrational speculation. 
Thus it appears that the development of the “cap-
italist spirit” can be most easily understood as 
one component part in a larger and overarching 
development of rationalism as a whole. It appears 
further that this spirit should best be compre-
hended as derived from rationalism’s basic posi-
tion in respect to the ultimate problems of life. 

Hence, according to this interpretation, Protes-
tantism would come into consideration histori-
cally only to the extent that it played a role as a 
“harbinger” of purely rationalistic views of life.

However, as soon as one seriously attempts to 
formulate the problem of the development of the 
spirit of capitalism in this way, it becomes clear 
that such a simple approach to this theme is inad-
equate. The reason is that the history of rational-
ism by no means charts out a progressive 
unfolding, according to which all the separate 
realms of life follow a parallel developmental line. 
The rationalization of private law, for example, if 
understood as the conceptual simplification and 
organization of the subject matter of the law, 
attained its heretofore highest form in the Roman 
law of later antiquity. It remained least rational-
ized, however, in some nations with the most 
highly rationalized economies. England offers an 
example. During the period of the development 
of [modern] capitalism in this nation, the power 
of large guilds of lawyers prevented the rebirth of 
Roman law. In contrast, rationalized Roman law 
has consistently remained dominant in the Cath-
olic areas of southern Europe [where modern 
capitalism, compared to England, remained 
underdeveloped].

[Two more examples for the nonparallel 
development of the separate realms of life must 
suffice.] First, the purely secularized philosophy 
of the eighteenth century [the Enlightenment] 
surely was not based alone, or even primarily, in 
the highly developed capitalist nations. This 
philosophy of Voltaire [1694–1778] is even 
today the broad common inheritance of the 
upper and (what is more important practically) 
middle strata, especially in the Roman Catholic 
nations. Second, if one understands by the 
phrase practical rationalism that way of organiz-
ing life according to which the world’s activities 
are consciously referred back to the practical 
interests of the particular person, and are judged 
from his or her specific vantage point, then this 
style of life was typically unique primarily to 
liberum arbitrium [easygoing] peoples. Even 
today practical rationalism permeates the flesh 
and blood of the Italians and the French. And 
we have already convinced ourselves this is not 
the soil that primarily nourishes persons who 
relate to their “calling” as a task, as [modern] 
capitalism needs.
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134 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

A simple sentence should stand at the center 
of every study that delves into “rationalism.” It 
must not be forgotten that one can in fact “ratio-
nalize” life from a vast variety of ultimate vantage 
points. Moreover, one can do so in very different 
directions. “Rationalism” is a historical concept 
that contains within itself a world of 
contradictions.

Our task now is to investigate from whose 
spiritual child this matter-of-fact form of “ratio-
nal” thinking and living grew. The idea of a 

“calling,” and of the giving over of one’s self to 
work in a calling, originated here. As noted, the 
entire notion of a “calling” must appear fully irra-
tional from the vantage point of the person’s pure 
self-interest in happiness. Yet the dedication to 
work in the manner of a “calling” has in the past 
constituted one of the characteristic components 
of our capitalist economic culture. It remains so 
even today. What interests us here is precisely the 
ancestral lineage of that irrational element which 
lies in this, as in every, conception of a “calling.”
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Domination was defined above (ch. I:16) as 
the probability that certain specific com-
mands (or all commands) will be obeyed 

by a given group of persons. It thus does not 
include every mode of exercising “power” or 
“influence” over other persons. Domination 
(“authority”) in this sense may be based on the 
most diverse motives of compliance: all the way 
from simple habituation to the most purely ratio-
nal calculation of advantage. Hence every genuine 
form of domination implies a minimum of volun-
tary compliance, that is, an interest (based on ulte-
rior motives or genuine acceptance) in obedience.

Not every case of domination makes use of 
economic means; still less does it always have 
economic objectives. However, normally the rule 
over a considerable number of persons requires a 
staff (cf. ch. 1:12), that is, a special group which 
can normally be trusted to execute the general 
policy as well as the specific commands. The 
members of the administrative staff may be 
bound to obedience to their superior (or superi-
ors) by custom, by affectual ties, by a purely 
material complex of interests, or by ideal 

(wertrationale) motives. The quality of these 
motives largely determines the type of domina-
tion. Purely material interests and calculations of 
advantages as the basis of solidarity between the 
chief and his administrative staff result, in this as 
in other connexions, in a relatively unstable situ-
ation. Normally other elements, affectual and 
ideal, supplement such interests. In certain 
exceptional cases the former alone may be deci-
sive. In everyday life these relationships, like 
others, are governed by custom and material 
calculation of advantage. But custom, personal 
advantage, purely affectual or ideal motives of 
solidarity, do not form a sufficiently reliable basis 
for a given domination. In addition there is nor-
mally a further element, the belief in legitimacy.

Experience shows that in no instance does 
domination voluntarily limit itself to the appeal 
to material or affectual or ideal motives as a basis 
for its continuance. In addition every such sys-
tem attempts to establish and to cultivate the 
belief in its legitimacy. But according to the kind 
of legitimacy which is claimed, the type of obedi-
ence, the kind of administrative staff developed 
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136 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

to guarantee it, and the mode of exercising 
authority, will all differ fundamentally. Equally 
fundamental is the variation in effect. Hence, it is 
useful to classify the types of domination accord-
ing to the kind of claim to legitimacy typically 
made by each. In doing this, it is best to start 
from modem and therefore more familiar 
examples.

The Three Pure Types  
of Authority

There are three pure types of legitimate domina-
tion. The validity of the claims to legitimacy may 
be based on:

1. Rational grounds—resting on a belief in the 
legality of enacted rules and the right of those 
elevated to authority under such rules to issue 
commands (legal authority).

2. Traditional grounds—resting on an estab-
lished belief in the sanctity of immemorial tradi-
tions and the legitimacy of those exercising 
authority under them (traditional authority); or 
finally,

3. Charismatic grounds—resting on devotion 
to the exceptional sanctity, heroism or exemplary 
character of an individual person, and of the 
normative patterns or order revealed or ordained 
by him (charismatic authority).

In the case of legal authority, obedience is 
owed to the legally established impersonal order. 
It extends to the persons exercising the authority 
of office under it by virtue of the formal legality 
of their commands and only within the scope of 
authority of the office. In the case of traditional 
authority, obedience is owed to the person of the 
chief who occupies the traditionally sanctioned 
position of authority and who is (within its 
sphere) hound by tradition. But here the obliga-
tion of obedience is a matter of personal loyalty 
within the area of accustomed obligations. In the 
case of charismatic authority, it is the charismat-
ically qualified leader as such who is obeyed by 
virtue of personal trust in his revelation, his her-
oism or his exemplary qualities so far as they fall 
within the scope of the individual’s belief in his 
charisma.

Legal authority rests on the acceptance of the 
validity of the following mutually inter- dependent 
ideas.

1. That any given legal norm may be estab-
lished by agreement or by imposition, on grounds 
of expediency or value-rationality or both, with a 
claim to obedience at least on the part of the 
members of the organization. This is, however, 
usually extended to include all persons within 
the sphere of power in question—which in the 
case of territorial bodies is the territorial area—
who stand in certain social relationships or carry 
out forms of social action which in the order 
governing the organization have been declared to 
be relevant.

2. That every body of law consists essentially 
in a consistent system of abstract rules which 
have normally been intentionally established. 
Furthermore, administration of law is held to 
consist in the application of these rules to partic-
ular cases; the administrative process in the 
rational pursuit of the interests which are speci-
fied in the order governing the organization 
within the limits laid down by legal precepts and 
following principles which are capable of gener-
alized formulation and are approved in the order 
governing the group, or at least not disapproved 
in it.

3. That thus the typical person in authority, 
the “superior,” is himself subject to an impersonal 
order by orienting his actions to it in his own 
dispositions and commands. (This is true not 
only for persons exercising legal authority who 
are in the usual sense “officials,” but, for instance, 
for the elected president of a state.)

4. That the person who obeys authority does 
so, as it is usually stated, only in his capacity as a 
“member” of the organization and what he obeys 
is only “the law.” (He may in this connection be 
the member of an association, of a community, of 
a church, or a citizen of a state.)

5. In conformity with point 3, it is held that 
the members of the organization, insofar as they 
obey a person in authority, do not owe this obe-
dience to him as an individual, but to the imper-
sonal order. Hence, it follows that there is an 
obligation to obedience only within the sphere of 
the rationally delimited jurisdiction which, in 
terms of the order, has been given to him.
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The following may thus be said to be the fun-
damental categories of rational legal authority:

1. A continuous rule-bound conduct of offi-
cial business.

2. A specified sphere of competence (jurisdic-
tion). This involves: (a) A sphere of obligations to 
perform functions which has been marked off as 
part of a systematic division of labor. (b) The 
provision of the incumbent with the necessary 
powers. (c) That the necessary means of compul-
sion are clearly defined and their use is subject to 
definite conditions. A unit exercising authority 
which is organized in this way will be called an 
“administrative organ” or “agency” (Behörde).

3. The organization of offices follows the prin-
ciple of hierarchy; that is, each lower office is 
under the control and supervision of a higher 
one. There is a right of appeal and of statement of 
grievances from the lower to the higher. Hierar-
chies differ in respect to whether and in what 
cases complaints can lead to a “correct” ruling 
from a higher authority itself, or whether the 
responsibility for such changes is left to the lower 
office, the conduct of which was the subject of 
the complaint.

4. The rules which regulate the conduct of an 
office may be technical rules or norms. In both 
cases, if their application is to be fully rational, 
specialized training is necessary. It is thus nor-
mally true that only a person who has demon-
strated an adequate technical training is qualified 
to be a member of the administrative staff of such 
an organized group, and hence only such persons 
are eligible for appointment to official positions. 
The administrative staff of a rational organiza-
tion thus typically consists of “officials,” whether 
the organization be devoted to political, hiero-
cratic, economic—in particular, capitalistic—or 
other ends.

5. In the rational type it is a matter of principle 
that the members of the administrative staff 
should be completely separated from ownership 
of the means of production or administration. 
Officials, employees, and workers attached to the 
administrative staff do not themselves own the 
non-human means of production and adminis-
tration. These are rather provided for their use, 
in kind or in money, and the official is obligated 
to render an accounting of their use. There exists, 

furthermore, in principle complete separation of 
the organization’s property (respectively, capital), 
and the personal property (household) of the 
official. There is a corresponding separation of 
the place in which official functions are carried 
out—the “office” in the sense of premises—from 
the living quarters.

6. In the rational type case, there is also a 
complete absence of appropriation of his offi-
cial position by the incumbent. Where “rights” 
to an office exist, as in the case of judges, and 
recently of an increasing proportion of officials 
and even of workers, they do not normally 
serve the purpose of appropriation by the offi-
cial, but of securing the purely objective and 
independent character of the conduct of the 
office so that it is oriented only to the relevant 
norms.

7. Administrative acts, decisions, and rules are 
formulated and recorded in writing, even in cases 
where oral discussion is the rule or is even man-
datory. This applies at least to preliminary dis-
cussions and proposals, to final decisions, and to 
all sorts of orders and rules. The combination of 
written documents and a continuous operation 
by officials constitutes the “office” (Bureau) 
which is the central focus of all types of modern 
organized action.

8. Legal authority can be exercised in a wide 
variety of different forms which will be distin-
guished and discussed later. The following ide-
al-typical analysis will be deliberately confined 
for the time being to the administrative staff that 
is most unambiguously a structure of domina-
tion: “officialdom” or “bureaucracy.”

The purest type of exercise of legal authority 
is that which employs a bureaucratic administra-
tive staff. Only the supreme chief of the organi-
zation occupies his position of dominance 
(Herrenstellung) by virtue of appropriation, of 
election, or of having been designated for the 
succession. But even his authority consists in a 
sphere of legal “competence.” The whole admin-
istrative staff under the supreme authority then 
consists, in the purest type, of individual officials 
(constituting a “monocracy” as opposed to the 
“collegial” type, which will be discussed below) 
who are appointed and function according to the 
following criteria:
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1. They are personally free and subject to 
authority only with respect to their impersonal 
official obligations.

2. They are organized in a clearly defined hier-
archy of offices.

3. Each office has a clearly defined sphere of 
competence in the legal sense.

4. The office is filled by a free contractual rela-
tionship. Thus, in principle, there is free 
selection.

5. Candidates are selected on the basis of tech-
nical qualifications. In the most rational case, 
this is tested by examination or guaranteed by 
diplomas certifying technical training, or both. 
They are appointed, not elected.

6. They are remunerated by fixed salaries in 
money, for the most part with a right to pensions. 
Only under certain circumstances does the 
employing authority, especially in private organi-
zations, have a right to terminate the appoint-
ment, but the official is always free to resign. The 
salary scale is graded according to rank in the 
hierarchy; but in addition to this criterion, the 
responsibility of the position and the require-
ments of the incumbent’s social status may be 
taken into account (cf. ch. IV).

7. The office is treated as the sole, or at least 
the primary, occupation of the incumbent.

8. It constitutes a career. There is a system of 
“promotion” according to seniority or to achieve-
ment, or both. Promotion is dependent on the 
judgment of superiors.

9. The official works entirely separated from 
ownership of the means of administration and 
without appropriation of his position.

10. He is subject to strict and systematic disci-
pline and control in the conduct of the office.

This type of organization is in principle appli-
cable with equal facility to a wide variety of dif-
ferent fields. It may be applied in profit-making 
business or in charitable organizations, or in any 
number of other types of private enterprises 
serving ideal or material ends. It is equally appli-
cable to political and to hierocratic organiza-
tions. With the varying degrees of approximation 

to a pure type, its historical existence can be 
demonstrated in all these fields.

Traditional Authority

The Pure Type

Authority will be called traditional if legiti-
macy is claimed for it and believed in by virtue of 
the sanctity of age-old rules and powers. The 
masters are designated according to traditional 
rules and are obeyed because of their traditional 
status (Eigenwürde). This type of organized rule 
is, in the simplest case, primarily based on per-
sonal loyalty which results from common 
upbringing. The person exercising authority is 
not a “superior,” but a personal master, his 
administrative staff does not consist mainly of 
officials but of personal retainers, and the ruled 
are not “members” of an association but are 
either his traditional “comrades” (sec. 7a) or his 
“subjects.” Personal loyalty, not the official’s 
impersonal duty, determines the relations of the 
administrative staff to the master.

Obedience is owed not to enacted rules but to 
the person who occupies a position of authority 
by tradition or who has been chosen for it by the 
traditional master. The commands of such a per-
son are legitimized in one of two ways:

a) partly in terms of traditions which them-
selves directly determine the content of the com-
mand and are believed to be valid within certain 
limits that cannot be overstepped without endan-
gering the master’s traditional status;

b) partly in terms of the master’s discretion in 
that sphere which tradition leaves open to him; 
this traditional prerogative rests primarily on the 
fact that the obligations of personal obedience 
tend to be essentially unlimited.

Thus there is a double sphere:

a) that of action which is bound to specific 
traditions;

b) that of action which is free of specific rules.

In the latter sphere, the master is free to do 
good turns on the basis of his personal pleasure 
and likes, particularly in return for gifts—the 
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historical sources of dues (Gebühren). So far as 
his action follows principles at all, these are gov-
erned by considerations of ethical common 
sense, of equity or of utilitarian expediency. They 
are not formal principles, as in the case of legal 
authority. The exercise of power is oriented 
toward the consideration of how far master and 
staff can go in view of the subjects’ traditional 
compliance without arousing their resistance. 
When resistance occurs, it is directed against the 
master or his servant personally, the accusation 
being that he failed to observe the traditional 
limits of his power. Opposition is not directed 
against the system as such—it is a case of “tradi-
tionalist revolution.”

In the pure type of traditional authority it is 
impossible for law or administrative rule to be 
deliberately created by legislation. Rules which in 
fact are innovations can be legitimized only by 
the claim that they have been “valid of yore,” but 
have only now been recognized by means of 
“Wisdom” [the Weistum of ancient Germanic 
law]. Legal decisions as “finding of the law” 
(Rechtsfindung) can refer only to documents of 
tradition, namely to precedents and earlier 
decisions.

Charismatic Authority

The term “charisma” will be applied to a certain 
quality of an individual personality by virtue of 
which he is considered extraordinary and 
treated as endowed with supernatural, superhu-
man, or at least specifically exceptional powers 
or qualities. These are such as are not accessible 
to the ordinary person, but are regarded as of 
divine origin or as exemplary, and on the basis 
of them the individual concerned is treated as a 
“leader.” In primitive circumstances this pecu-
liar kind of quality is thought of as resting on 
magical powers, whether of prophets, persons 
with a reputation for therapeutic or legal wis-
dom, leaders in the hunt, or heroes in war. How 
the quality in question would be ultimately 
judged from any ethical, aesthetic, or other such 
point of view is naturally entirely indifferent for 
purposes of definition. What is alone important 
is how the individual is actually regarded by 

those subject to charismatic authority, by his 
“followers” or “disciples.”

I. It is recognition on the part of those subject 
to authority which is decisive for the validity of 
charisma. This recognition is freely given and 
guaranteed by what is held to be a proof, origi-
nally always a miracle, and consists in devotion 
to the corresponding revelation, hero worship, 
or absolute trust in the leader. But where cha-
risma is genuine, it is not this which is the basis 
of the claim to legitimacy. This basis lies rather 
in the conception that it is the duty of those sub-
ject to charismatic authority to recognize its 
genuineness and to act accordingly. Psychologi-
cally this recognition is a matter of complete 
personal devotion to the possessor of the quality, 
arising out of enthusiasm, or of despair and 
hope.

II. If proof and success elude the leader for 
long, if he appears deserted by his god or his 
magical or heroic powers, above all, if his leader-
ship fails to benefit his followers, it is likely that 
his charismatic authority will disappear. This is 
the genuine meaning of the divine right of kings 
(Gottesgnadentum).

III. An organized group subject to charismatic 
authority will be called a charismatic community 
(Gemeinde). It is based on an emotional form of 
communal relationship (Vergemeinschaftung). 
The administrative staff of a charismatic leader 
does not consist of “officials”; least of all are its 
members technically trained. It is not chosen on 
the basis of social privilege nor from the point of 
view of domestic or personal dependency. It is 
rather chosen in terms of the charismatic quali-
ties of its members. The prophet has his disciples; 
the warlord his bodyguard; the leader, generally, 
his agents (Vertrauensmänner). There is no such 
thing as appointment or dismissal, no career, no 
promotion. There is only a call at the instance of 
the leader on the basis of the charismatic qualifi-
cation of those he summons. There is no hierar-
chy; the leader merely intervenes in general or in 
individual cases when he considers the members 
of his staff lacking in charismatic qualification 
for a given task. There is no such thing as a baili-
wick or definite sphere of competence, and no 
appropriation of official powers on the basis of 
social privileges. There may, however, be 
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territorial or functional limits to charismatic 
powers and to the individual’s mission. There is 
no such thing as a salary or a benefice.

Disciples or followers tend to live primar-
ily in a communistic relationship with their 
leader on means which have been provided by 
voluntary gift. There are no established adminis-
trative organs. In their place are agents who have 
been provided with charismatic authority by their 
chief or who possess charisma of their own. There 
is no system of formal rules, of abstract legal prin-
ciples, and hence no process of rational judicial 
decision oriented to them. But equally there is no 
legal wisdom oriented to judicial precedent. For-
mally concrete judgments are newly created from 
case to case and are originally regarded as divine 
judgments and revelations. From a substantive 
point of view, every charismatic authority would 
have to subscribe to the proposition, “It is written 
. . . but I say unto you . . .” The genuine prophet, 
like the genuine military leader and every true 
leader in this sense, preaches, creates, or demands 
new obligations—most typically, by virtue of rev-
elation, oracle, inspiration, or of his own will, 
which are recognized by the members of the reli-
gious, military, or party group because they come 
from such a source. Recognition is a duty. When 
such an authority comes into conflict with the 
competing authority of another who also claims 
charismatic sanction, the only recourse is to some 
kind of a contest, by magical means or an actual 
physical battle of the leaders. In principle, only 
one side can be right in such a conflict; the other 
must be guilty of a wrong which has to be 
expiated.

Since it is “extra-ordinary,” charismatic 
authority is sharply opposed to rational, and par-
ticularly bureaucratic, authority, and to tradi-
tional authority, whether in its patriarchal, 
patrimonial, or estate variants, all of which are 
everyday forms of domination; while the charis-
matic type is the direct antithesis of this. Bureau-
cratic authority is specifically rational in the 
sense of being bound to intellectually analysable 
rules; while charismatic authority is specifically 
irrational in the sense of being foreign to all 
rules. Traditional authority is bound to the prec-
edents handed down from the past and to this 
extent is also oriented to rules. Within the sphere 
of its claims, charismatic authority repudiates the 

past, and is in this sense a specifically revolution-
ary force. It recognizes no appropriation of posi-
tions of power by virtue of the possession of 
property, either on the part of a chief or of 
socially privileged groups. The only basis of legit-
imacy for it is personal charisma so long as it is 
proved; that is, as long as it receives recognition 
and as long as the followers and disciples prove 
their usefulness charismatically.

IV. Pure charisma is specifically foreign to 
economic considerations. Wherever it 
appears, it constitutes a “call” in the most 
emphatic sense of the word, a “mission” or a 
“spiritual duty.” In the pure type, it disdains 
and repudiates economic exploitation of the 
gifts of grace as a source of income, though, 
to be sure, this often remains more an ideal 
than a fact. It is not that charisma always 
demands a renunciation of property or even 
of acquisition, as under certain circumstances 
prophets and their disciples do. The heroic 
warrior and his followers actively seek booty; 
the elective ruler or the charismatic party 
leader requires the material means of power. 
The former in addition requires a brilliant 
display of his authority to bolster his prestige. 
What is despised, so long as the genuinely 
charismatic type is adhered to, is traditional 
or rational everyday economizing, the attain-
ment of a regular income by continuous eco-
nomic activity devoted to this end. Support 
by gifts, either on a grand scale involving 
donation, endowment, bribery and hono-
raria, or by begging, constitute the voluntary 
type of support. On the other hand, “booty” 
and extortion, whether by force or by other 
means, is the typical form of charismatic pro-
vision for needs. From the point of view of 
rational economic activity, charismatic want 
satisfaction is a typical anti-economic force. 
It repudiates any sort of involvement in the 
everyday routine world. It can only tolerate, 
with an attitude of complete emotional indif-
ference, irregular, unsystematic acquisitive 
acts. In that it relieves the recipient of eco-
nomic concerns, dependence on property 
income can be the economic basis of a 
 charismatic mode of life for some groups; but 
that is unusual for the normal charismatic 
“revolutionary.”
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V. In traditionalist periods, charisma is the 
great revolutionary force. The likewise revolu-
tionary force of “reason” works from without: by 
altering the situations of life and hence its prob-
lems, finally in this way changing men’s attitudes 
toward them; or it intellectualizes the individual. 
Charisma, on the other hand, may effect a subjec-
tive or internal reorientation born out of 

suffering, conflicts, or enthusiasm. It may then 
result in a radical alteration of the central atti-
tudes and directions of action with a completely 
new orientation of all attitudes toward the differ-
ent problems of the “world.” In prerationalistic 
periods, tradition and charisma between them 
have almost exhausted, the whole of the orienta-
tion of action.
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26
The Sociology  
of Georg Simmel
Translated, Edited, and With an Introduction by
Kurt H. Wolff

Chapter 3

The Stranger

If wandering is the libration from every given 
point in space, and thus the conceptional oppo-
site to fixation at such a point, the sociological 
form of the “stranger” presents the unity, as it 
were, of these two characteristics. This phenom-
enon too, however, reveals that spatial relations 
are only the condition, on the one hand, and the 
symbol, on the other, of human relations. The 
stranger is thus being discussed here, not in  
the sense often touched upon in the past, as the 
wanderer who comes today and goes tomorrow, 
but rather as the person who comes today and 
stays tomorrow. He is, so to speak, the potential 
wanderer: although he has not moved on, he has 
not quite overcome the freedom of coming and 
going. He is fixed within a particular spatial 
group, or within a group whose boundaries are 
similar to spatial boundaries. But his position in 
this group is determined, essentially, by the fact 
that he has not belonged to it from the begin-
ning, that he imports qualities into it, which do 
not and cannot stem from the group itself.

The unity of nearness and remoteness 
involved in every human relation is organized, in 
the phenomenon of the stranger, in a way which 
may be most briefly formulated by saying that in 
the relationship to him, distance means that he, 
who is close by, is far, and strangeness means that 
he, who also is far, is actually near. For, to be a 
stranger is naturally a very positive relation; it is 
a specific form of interaction. The inhabitants of 
Sirius are not really strangers to us, at least not in 
any sociologically relevant sense: they do not 
exist for us at all; they are beyond far and near. 
The stranger, like the poor and like sundry 
“inner enemies,” is an element of the group itself. 
His position as a full-fledged member involves 
both being outside it and confronting it. The 
following statements, which are by no means 
intended as exhaustive, indicate how elements 
which increase distance and repel, in the rela-
tions of and with the stranger produce a pattern 
of coordination and consistent interaction.

Throughout the history of economics the 
stranger everywhere appears as the trader, or the 
trader as stranger. As long as economy is essen-
tially self-sufficient, or products are exchanged 
within a spatially narrow group, it needs no 
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middleman: a trader is only required for prod-
ucts that originate outside the group. Insofar as 
members do not leave the circle in order to buy 
these necessities—in which case they are the 
“strange” merchants in that outside territory—
the trader must be a stranger, since nobody else 
has a chance to make a living.

This position of the stranger stands out more 
sharply if he settles down in the place of his activ-
ity, instead of leaving it again: in innumerable 
cases even this is possible only if he can live by 
intermediate trade. Once an economy is some-
how closed, the land is divided up, and handi-
crafts are established that satisfy the demand for 
them, the trader, too, can find his existence. For 
in trade, which alone makes possible unlimited 
combinations, intelligence always finds expan-
sions and new territories, an achievement which 
is very difficult to attain for the original producer 
with his lesser mobility and his dependence upon 
a circle of customers that can be increased only 
slowly. Trade can always absorb more people 
than primary production; it is, therefore, the 
sphere indicated for the stranger, who intrudes as 
a supernumerary, so to speak, into a group in 
which the economic positions are actually 
 occupied—the classical example is the history of 
European Jews. The stranger is by nature no 
“owner of soil”—soil not only in the physical, but 
also in the figurative sense of a life-substance 
which is fixed, if not in a point in space, at least 
in an ideal point of the social environment. 
Although in more intimate relations, he may 
develop all kinds of charm and significance, as 
long as he is considered a stranger in the eyes of 
the other, he is not an “owner of soil.” Restriction 
to intermediary trade, and often (as though sub-
limated from it) to pure finance, gives him the 
specific character of mobility. If mobility takes 
place within a closed group, it embodies that 
synthesis of nearness and distance which consti-
tutes the formal position of the stranger. For, the 
fundamentally mobile person comes in contact, 
at one time or another, with every individual, but 
is not organically connected, through established 
ties of kinship, locality, and occupation, with any 
single one.

Another expression of this constellation lies in 
the objectivity of the stranger. He is not radically 
committed to the unique ingredients and pecu-
liar tendencies of the group, and therefore 

approaches them with the specific attitude of 
“objectivity.” But objectivity does not simply 
involve passivity and detachment; it is a particu-
lar structure composed of distance and nearness, 
indifference and involvement. I refer to the dis-
cussion the dominating positions of the person 
who is a stranger in the group; its most typical 
instance was the practice of those Italian cities to 
call their judges from the outside, because no 
native was free from entanglement in family and 
party interests.

With the objectivity of the stranger is con-
nected, the fact that he often receives the most 
surprising openness—confidences which some-
times have the character of a confessional and 
which would be carefully withheld from a more 
closely related person. Objectivity is by no means 
non-participation (which is altogether outside 
both subjective and objective interaction), but a 
positive and specific kind of participation—just 
as the objectivity of a theoretical observation 
does not refer to the mind as a passive tabula rasa 
on which things inscribe their qualities, but on 
the contrary, to its full activity that operates 
according to its own laws, and to the elimination, 
thereby, of accidental dislocations and emphases, 
whose individual and subjective differences 
would produce different pictures of the same 
object.

Objectivity may also be defined as freedom: 
the objective individual is bound by no commit-
ments which could prejudice his perception, 
understanding, and evaluation of the given. The 
freedom, however, which allows the stranger to 
experience and treat even his close relationships 
as though from a bird’s-eye view, contains many 
dangerous possibilities. In uprisings o£ all sorts, 
the party attacked has claimed, from the begin-
ning of things, that provocation has come from 
the outside, through emissaries and instigators. 
Insofar as this is true, it is an exaggeration of the 
specific role of the stranger: he is freer, practically 
and theoretically; he surveys conditions with less 
prejudice; his criteria for them are more general 
and more objective ideals; he is not tied down in 
his action by habit, piety, and precedent.

Finally, the proportion of nearness and 
remoteness which gives the stranger the charac-
ter of objectivity, also finds practical expression 
in the more abstract nature of the relation to 
him. That is, with the stranger one has only 
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certain more general qualities in common, 
whereas the relation to more organically con-
nected persons is based on the commonness of 
specific differences from merely general fea-
tures. In fact, all somehow personal relations 
follow this scheme in various patterns. They are 
determined not only by the circumstance that 
certain common features exist among the indi-
viduals, along with individual differences, which 
either influence the relationship or remain out-
side of it. For, the common features themselves 
are basically determined in their effect upon the 
relation by the question whether they exist only 
between the participants in this particular rela-
tionship, and thus are quite general in regard to 
this relation, but are specific and incomparable 
in regard to everything outside of it—or whether 
the participants feel that these features are com-
mon to them because they are common to a 
group, a type, or mankind in general. In the case 
of the second alternative, the effectiveness of the 
common features becomes diluted in proportion 
to the size of the group composed of members 
who are similar in this sense. Although the com-
monness functions as their unifying basis, it 
does not make these particular persons interde-
pendent on one another, because it could as 
easily connect everyone of them with all kinds of 
individuals other than the members of his group. 
This too, evidently, is a way in which a relation-
ship includes both nearness and distance at the 
same time: to the extent to which the common 
features are general, they add, to the warmth of 
the relation founded on them, an element of 
coolness, a feeling of the contingency of pre-
cisely this relation—the connecting forces have 
lost their specific and centripetal character.

In the relation to the stranger, it seems to me, 
this constellation has an extraordinary and basic 
preponderance over the individual elements that 
are exclusive with the particular relationship. The 
stranger is close to us, insofar as we feel between 
him and ourselves common features of a national, 
social, occupational, or generally human, nature. 
He is far from us, insofar as these common fea-
tures extend beyond him or us, and connect us 
only because they connect a great many people.

A trace of strangeness in this sense easily 
enters even the most intimate relationships. In 
the stage of first passion, erotic relations strongly 
reject any thought of generalization: the lovers 

think that there has never been a love like theirs; 
that nothing can be compared either to the per-
son loved or to the feelings for that person. An 
estrangement—whether as cause or as conse-
quence it is difficult to decide—usually comes at 
the moment when this feeling of uniqueness 
vanishes from the relationship. A certain skepti-
cism in regard to its value, in itself and for them, 
attaches to the very thought that in their relation, 
after all, they carry out only a generally human 
destiny; that they experience an experience that 
has occurred a thousand times before; that, had 
they not accidentally met their particular part-
ner, they would have found the same significance 
in another person.

Something of this feeling is probably not absent 
in any relation, however close, because what is 
common to two is never common to them alone, 
but is subsumed under a general idea which 
includes much else besides, many possibilities of 
commonness. No matter how little these possibili-
ties become real and how often we forget them, 
here and there, nevertheless, they thrust themselves 
between us like shadows, like a mist which escapes 
every word noted, but which must coagulate into a 
solid bodily form before it can be called jealousy. In 
some cases, perhaps the more general, at least the 
more unsurmountable, strangeness is not due to 
different and ununderstandable matters. It is rather 
caused by the fact that similarity, harmony, and 
nearness are accompanied by the feeling that they 
are not really the unique property of this particular 
relationship: they are something more general, 
something which potentially prevails between the 
partners and an indeterminate number of others, 
and therefore gives the relation, which alone was 
realized, no inner and exclusive necessity.

On the other hand, there is a kind of “strange-
ness” that rejects the very commonness based on 
something more general which embraces the 
parties. The relation of the Greeks to the Barbar-
ians is perhaps typical here, as are all cases in 
which it is precisely general attributes, felt to be 
specifically and purely human, that are disal-
lowed to the other. But “stranger,” here, has no 
positive meaning; the relation to him is a non- 
relation; he is not what is relevant here, a  member 
of the group itself.

As a group member, rather, he is near and far 
at the same time, as is characteristic of relations 
founded only on generally human commonness. 
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But between nearness and distance, there arises a 
specific tension when the consciousness that 
only the quite general is common, stresses that 
which is not common. In the case of the person 
who is a stranger to the country, the city, the race, 
etc., however, this non-common element is once 
more nothing individual, but merely the strange-
ness of origin, which is or could be common to 
many strangers. For this reason, strangers are not 
really conceived as individuals, but as strangers 
of a particular type: the element of distance is no 
less general in regard to them than the element of 
nearness.

This form is the basis of such a special case, for 
instance, as the tax levied in Frankfort and else-
where upon medieval Jews. Whereas the Beede 
[tax] paid by the Christian citizen changed with 
the changes of his fortune, it was fixed once for all 
for every single Jew. This fixity rested on the fact 
that the Jew had his social position as a Jew, not 
as the individual bearer of certain objective 

contents. Every other citizen was the owner of a 
particular amount of property, and his tax fol-
lowed its fluctuations. But the Jew as a taxpayer 
was, in the first place, a Jew, and thus his tax situ-
ation had an invariable element. This same posi-
tion appears most strongly, of course, once even 
these individual characterizations (limited 
though they were by rigid invariance) are omit-
ted, and all strangers pay an altogether equal 
head-tax.

In spite of being inorganically appended to it, 
the stranger is yet an organic member of the 
group. Its uniform life includes the specific con-
ditions of this element. Only we do not know 
how to designate the peculiar unity of this posi-
tion other than by saying that it is composed of 
certain measures of nearness and distance. 
Although some quantities of them characterize 
all relationships, a special proportion and recip-
rocal tension produce the particular, formal rela-
tion to the “stranger.”
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27
The Sociology of  
Georg Simmel
Translated, Edited, and With an Introduction by
Kurt H. Wolff

The Dyad

The simplest sociological formation, methodolog-
ically speaking, remains that which operates 
between two elements. It contains the scheme, 
germ, and material of innumerable more complex 
forms. Its sociological significance, however, by no 
means rests on its extensions and multiplications 
only. It itself is a sociation. Not only are many gen-
eral forms of sociation realized in it in a very pure 
and characteristic fashion; what is more, the lim-
itation to two members is a condition under 
which alone several forms of relationship exist. 
Their typically sociological nature is suggested by 
two facts. One is that the greatest variation of indi-
vidualities and unifying motives does not alter the 
identity of these forms. The other is that occasion-
ally these forms exist as much between two 
groups—families, states, and organizations of var-
ious kinds—as between two individuals.

Everyday experiences show the specific char-
acter that a relationship attains by the fact that 
only two elements participate in it. A common 
fate or enterprise, an agreement or secret between 
two persons, ties each of them in a very different 
manner than if even only three have a part in it. 

This is perhaps most characteristic of the secret. 
General experience seems to indicate that this 
minimum of two, with which the secret ceases to 
be the property of the one individual, is at the 
same time the maximum at which its preserva-
tion is relatively secure. A secret religious- 
political society which was formed in the 
beginning of the nineteenth century in France 
and Italy, had different degrees among its mem-
bers. The real secrets of the society were known 
only to the higher degrees; but a discussion of 
these secrets could take place only between any 
two members of the high degrees. The limit of 
two was felt to be so decisive that, where it could 
not be preserved in regard to knowledge, it was 
kept at least in regard to the verbalization of this 
knowledge. More generally speaking, the differ-
ence between the dyad and larger groups consists 
in the fact that the dyad has a different relation to 
each of its two elements than have larger groups 
to their members. Although, for the outsider, the 
group consisting of two may function as an 
autonomous, super-individual unit, it usually 
does not do so for its participants. Rather, each of 
the two feels himself confronted only by the 
other, not by a collectivity above him. The social 
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structure here rests immediately on the one and 
on the other of the two, and the secession of 
either would destroy the whole. The dyad, there-
fore, does not attain that super-personal life 
which the individual feels to be independent of 
himself. As soon, however, as there is a sociation 
of three, a group continues to exist even in case 
one of the members drops out.

This dependence of the dyad upon its two 
individual members causes the thought of its 
existence to be accompanied by the thought of its 
termination much more closely and impressively 
than in any other group, where every member 
knows that even after his retirement or death, the 
group can continue to exist. Ideally, any large 
group can be immortal. This fact gives each of its 
members, no matter what may be his personal 
reaction to death, a very specific sociological 
feeling. A dyad, however, depends on each of its 
two elements alone—in its death, though not in 
its life: for its life, it needs both, but for its death, 
only one. This fact is bound to influence the 
inner attitude of the individual toward the dyad, 
even though not always consciously nor in the 
same way. It makes the dyad into a group that 
feels itself both endangered and irreplaceable, 
and thus into the real locus not only of authentic 
sociological tragedy, but also of sentimentalism 
and elegiac problems.

The fact that from the beginning it is defined 
as one that will die gives it a peculiar stamp—
which the dyad, because of the numerical condi-
tion of its structure, has always.

Characteristics of the Dyad

It is for the same structural reason that in reality 
dyads alone are susceptible to the peculiar color-
ation or discoloration which we call triviality. For 
only where there is a claim on the irreplaceable 
individuality of appearance or performance, does 
its failure to materialize produce a feeling of triv-
iality. We have hardly paid sufficient attention to 
the way in which relationships of like content 
take on a different color, according to whether 
their members think that there are many, or only 
very few, similar ones. And it is by no means only 
erotic relations which attain a special, significant 
timbre, beyond their describable content and 
value, through the notion that an experience like 

theirs has never existed before. Quite generally in 
fact, there is perhaps hardly any object of exter-
nal possession whose value-not only its eco-
nomic value—is not co-determined, consciously 
or no, by its rarity or frequency. And so, perhaps 
no relation is independent, in its inner signifi-
cance for the participants, of the factor of “how 
many other times, too”; and this factor may even 
refer to the repetition of the same contents, situ-
ations, excitations within the relationship. “Triv-
iality” connotes a certain measure of frequency, 
of the consciousness that a content of life is 
repeated, while the value of this content depends 
on its very opposite—a certain measure of rarity. 
In regard to the life of a super-individual societal 
unit and the relation of the individual to such a 
unit, this question seems not to emerge. Here, 
where the content of the relation transcends indi-
viduality, individuality in the sense of uniqueness 
or rarity seems to play no role, and its non-exis-
tence, therefore, seems not to have the effect of 
triviality. But in dyadic relations—love, marriage, 
friendship—and in larger groupings (often, for 
instance, “social parties”) which do not result in 
higher units, the tone of triviality frequently 
becomes desperate and fatal. This phenomenon 
indicates the sociological character of the dyad: 
the dyad is inseparable from the immediacy of 
interaction; for neither of its two elements is it 
the super-individual unit which elsewhere con-
fronts the individual, while at the same time it 
makes him participate in it.

In the dyad, the sociological process remains, 
in principle, within personal interdependence 
and does not result in a structure that grows 
beyond its elements. This also is the basis of 
“intimacy.” The “intimate” character of certain 
relations seems to me to derive from the individ-
ual’s inclination to consider that which distin-
guishes him from others, that which is individual 
in a qualitative sense, as the core, value, and chief 
matter of his existence. The inclination is by no 
means always justifiable; in many people, the 
very opposite—that which is typical, which they 
share with many—is the essence and the substan-
tial value of their personality. The same phenom-
enon can be noted in regard to groups. They, too, 
easily make their specific content, that is shared 
only by the members, not by outsiders, their cen-
ter and real fulfillment. Here we have the form of 
intimacy.
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148 THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

In probably each relation, there is a mixture 
of ingredients that its participants contribute to 
it alone and to no other, and of other ingredients 
that are not characteristic of it exclusively, but in 
the same or similar fashion are shared by its 
members with other persons as well. The pecu-
liar color of intimacy exists if the ingredients of 
the first type, or more briefly, if the “internal” 
side of the relation, is felt to be essential; if its 
whole affective structure is based on what each 
of the two participants gives or shows only to 
the one other person and to nobody else. In 
other words, intimacy is not based on the con-
tent of the relationship. Two relationships may 
have an identical mixture of the two types of 
ingredients, of individual-exclusive and expan-
sive contents. But only that is intimate in which 
the former function as the vehicle or the axis of 
the relation itself. Inversely, certain external sit-
uations or moods may move us to make very 
personal statements and confessions, usually 
reserved for our closest friends only, to relatively 
strange people. But in such cases we neverthe-
less feel that this “intimate” content does not yet 
make the relation an intimate one. For in its 
basic significance, the whole relation to these 
people is based only on its general, un-individ-
ual ingredients. That “intimate” content, 
although we have perhaps never revealed it 
before and thus limit it entirely to this particular 
relationship, does nevertheless not become the 
basis of its form, and thus leaves it outside the 
sphere of intimacy.

It is this nature of intimacy which so often 
makes it a danger to close unions between two 
persons, most commonly perhaps to marriage. 
The spouses share the indifferent “intimacies” of 
the day, the amiable and the unpleasant features 
of every hour, and the weaknesses that remain 
carefully hidden from all others. This easily 
causes them to place the accent and the sub-
stance of their relationship upon these wholly 
individual but objectively irrelevant matters. It 
leads them to consider what they share with oth-
ers and what perhaps is the most important part 
of their personalities—objective, intellectual, 
generally interesting, generous features—as lying 
outside the marital relation; and thus they gradu-
ally eliminate it from their marriage.

It is obvious that the intimacy of the dyad is 
closely tied up with its sociological specialty, not 

to form a unit transcending the two members. 
For, in spite of the fact that the two individuals 
would be its only participants, this unit would 
nevertheless constitute a third element which 
might interpose itself between them. The larger 
the group is, the more easily does it form an 
objective unit up and above its members, and the 
less intimate does it become: the two characteris-
tics are intrinsically connected. The condition of 
intimacy consists in the fact that the participants 
in a given relationship see only one another, and 
do not see, at the same time, an objective, 
super-individual structure which they feel exists 
and operates on its own. Yet in all its purity, this 
condition is met only rarely even in groups of as 
few as three. Likewise, the third element in a 
relation between two individuals—the unit which 
has grown out of the interaction among the 
two—interferes with the most intimate nature of 
the dyad; and this is highly characteristic of its 
subtler structure. Indeed, it is so fundamental 
that even marriages occasionally succumb to it, 
namely, when the first child is born.

Chapter 4

The Triad

The triad as such seems to me to result in three 
kinds of typical group formations. All of them are 
impossible if there are only two elements; and, on 
the other hand, if there are more than three, they 
are either equally impossible or only expand in 
quantity but do not change their formal type.

The Non-Partisan  
and the Mediator

In the most significant of all dyads, monoga-
mous marriage, the child or children, as the third 
element, often has the function of holding the 
whole together. In general, the common preoc-
cupations of a married couple with the child 
reveal that their union passes through the child, 
as it were; the union often consists of sympathies 
which could not exist without such a point of 
mediation.

When the third element functions as a 
non-partisan, we have a different variety of 
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mediation. The non-partisan either produces the 
concord of two colliding parties, whereby he 
withdraws after making the effort of creating 
direct contact between the unconnected or quar-
reling elements; or he functions as an arbiter 
who balances, as it were, their contradictory 
claims against one another and eliminates what 
is incompatible in them. Differences between 
labor and management, especially in England, 
have developed both forms of unification. There 
are boards of conciliation where the parties 
negotiate their conflicts under the presidency of 
a non-partisan.

Here we have a phenomenon which is very 
significant for the development of purely psycho-
logical influences. A third mediating social ele-
ment deprives conflicting claims of their affective 
qualities because it neutrally formulates and pres-
ents these claims to the two parties involved. Thus 
this circle that is fatal to all reconciliation is 
avoided: the vehemence of the one no longer pro-
vokes that of the other, which in turn intensifies 
that of the first, and so forth, until the whole rela-
tionship breaks down. Furthermore, because of 
the non-partisan, each party to the conflict not 
only listens to more objective matters but is also 
forced to put the issue in more objective terms 
than it would if it confronted the other without 
mediation.

It is important for the analysis of social life 
to realize clearly that the constellation thus 
characterized constantly emerges in all groups 
of more than two elements. To be sure, the 
mediator may not be specifically chosen, nor 
be known or designated as such. But the triad 
here serves merely as a type or scheme; ulti-
mately all cases of mediation can be reduced to 
this form. From the conversation among three 
persons that lasts only an hour, to the perma-
nent family of three, there is no triad in which 
a dissent between any two elements does not 
occur from time to time—a dissent of a more 
harmless or more pointed, more momentary or 
more lasting, more theoretical or more practi-
cal nature—and in which the third member 
does not play a mediating role.

After all that has been said, it is clear that from 
an over-all viewpoint, the existence of the impar-
tial third element serves the perpetuation of the 
group. As the representative of the intellect, he 
confronts the two conflicting parties, which for 

the moment are guided more by will and feeling. 
He thus, so to speak, complements them in the 
production of that psychological unity which 
resides in group life. On the one hand, the non-
partisan tempers the passion of the others. On 
the other hand, he can carry and direct the very 
movement of the whole group if the antagonism 
of the other two tends to paralyze their forces.

The third who enjoys

In the combinations thus far considered, the 
impartiality of the third element either served or 
harmed the group as a whole. Both the mediator 
and the arbitrator wish to save the group unity 
from the danger of splitting up. But, evidently, 
the nonpartisan may also use his relatively supe-
rior position for purely egoistic interests. While 
in the cases discussed, he behaved as a means to 
the ends of the group, he may also, inversely, 
make the interaction that takes place between the 
parties and between himself and them, a means 
for his own purposes. In the social life of well 
consolidated groups, this may happen merely as 
one event among others. But often the relation 
between the parties and the non-partisan emerges 
as a new relationship: elements that have never 
before formed an interactional unit may come 
into conflict; a third non-partisan element, which 
before was equally unconnected with either, may 
spontaneously seize upon the chances that this 
quarrel gives him; and thus an entirely unstable 
interaction may result which can have an anima-
tion and wealth of forms, for each of the elements 
engaged in it, which are out of all proportion to 
its brief life.

I will only mention two forms of the tertius 
gaudens in which the interaction within the triad 
does not emerge very distinctly; and here we are 
interested in its more typical formations. In these 
two, the essential characteristic is rather a certain 
passivity, either of the two engaged in the conflict 
or of the tertius [third element, party, or person]. 
The advantage of the tertius may result from the 
fact that the remaining two hold each other in 
check, and he can make a gain which one of the 
two would otherwise deny him. The discord here 
only effectuates a paralyzation of forces which, if 
they only could, would strike against him. The 
situation thus really suspends interaction among 
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the three elements, instead of fomenting it, 
although it is certainly, nonetheless, of the most 
distinct consequences for all of them form appears 
when the tertius gains an advantage only because 
action by one of the two conflicting parties brings 
it about for its own purposes—the tertius does not 
need to take the initiative. A case in point are the 
benefits and promotions which a party bestows 
upon him, only in order to offend its adversary. 
Thus, the English laws for the protection of labor 
originally derived, in part at least, from the mere 
rancor of the Tories against liberal manufacturers. 
Various charitable actions that result from com-
petition for popularity also belong here. Strangely 
enough, it is a particularly petty and mean atti-
tude that befriends a third element for the sake of 
annoying a second: indifference to the moral 
autonomy of altruism cannot appear more sharply 
than in this exploitation of altruism. And it is 
doubly significant that the purpose of annoying 
one’s adversary can be achieved by favoring either 
one’s friend or one’s enemy.

The formations that are more essential here 
emerge whenever the tertius makes his own indi-
rect or direct gain by turning toward one of the 
two conflicting parties—but not intellectually 
and objectively, like the arbitrator, but practically, 
supporting or granting. This general type has two 

main variants: either two parties are hostile 
toward one another and therefore compete for 
the favor of a third element; or they compete for 
the favor of the third element and therefore are 
hostile toward one another.

Divide et Impera

The previously discussed combinations of three 
elements were characterized by an existing or 
emerging conflict between two, from which the 
third drew his advantage. One particular variety 
of this combination must now be considered 
separately, although in reality it is not always 
clearly delimited against other types. The distin-
guishing nuance consists in the fact that the third 
element intentionally produces the conflict in 
order to gain a dominating position. Its outline is 
that initially two elements are united or mutually 
dependent in regard to a third, and that this third 
element knows how to put the forces combined 
against him into action against one another. The 
outcome is that the two either keep each other 
balanced so that he, who is not interfered with by 
either, can pursue his advantages; or that they so 
weaken one another that neither of them can 
stand up against his superiority.
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28
The Sociology  
of Georg Simmel
Translated, Edited, and With an Introduction by
Kurt H. Wolff

Chapter 4

The Metropolis and Mental Life

An inquiry into the inner meaning of specifi-
cally modern life and its products, into the soul 
of the cultural body, so to speak, must seek to 
solve the equation which structures like the 
metropolis set up between the individual and the 
super- individual contents of life. Such an inquiry 
must answer the question of how the personality 
accommodates itself in the adjustments to exter-
nal forces. This will be my task today.

The psychological basis of the metropolitan 
type of individuality consists in the intensification 
of nervous stimulation which results from the 
swift and uninterrupted change of outer and 
inner stimuli. Man is a differentiating creature. 
His mind is stimulated by the difference between 
a momentary impression and the one which pre-
ceded it. Lasting impressions, impressions which 
differ only slightly from one another, impressions 
which take a regular and habitual course and 
show regular and habitual contrasts—all these 
use up, so to speak, less consciousness than does 
the rapid crowding of changing images, the sharp 

discontinuity in the grasp of a single glance, and 
the unexpectedness of onrushing impressions. 
These are the psychological conditions which the 
metropolis creates. With each crossing of the 
street, with the tempo and multiplicity of eco-
nomic, occupational and social life, the city sets 
up a deep contrast with small town and rural life 
with reference to the sensory foundations of psy-
chic life. The metropolis exacts from man as a 
discriminating creature a different amount of 
consciousness than does rural life. Here the 
rhythm of life and sensory mental imagery flows 
more slowly, more habitually, and more evenly. 
Precisely in this connection the sophisticated 
character of metropolitan psychic life becomes 
understandable—as over against small town life 
which rests more upon deeply felt and emotional 
relationships. These latter are rooted in the more 
unconscious layers of the psyche and grow most 
readily in the steady rhythm of uninterrupted 
habituations. The intellect, however, has its locus 
in the transparent, conscious, higher layers of the 
psyche; it is the most adaptable of our inner 
forces. In order to accommodate to change and to 
the contrast of phenomena, the intellect does not 
require any shocks and inner upheavals; it is only 
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through such upheavals that the more conserva-
tive mind could accommodate to the metropoli-
tan rhythm of events. Thus the metropolitan type 
of man—which, of course, exists in a thousand 
individual variants—develops an organ protect-
ing him against the threatening currents and 
discrepancies of his external environment which 
would uproot him. He reacts with his head 
instead of his heart. In this an increased aware-
ness assumes the psychic prerogative. Metropoli-
tan life, thus, underlies a heightened awareness 
and a predominance of intelligence in metropoli-
tan man. The reaction to metropolitan phenom-
ena is shifted to that organ which is least sensitive 
and quite remote from the depth of the personal-
ity. Intellectuality is thus seen to preserve subjec-
tive life against the overwhelming power of 
metropolitan life, and intellectuality branches out 
in many directions and is integrated with numer-
ous discrete phenomena.

The metropolis has always been the seat of 
the money economy. Here the multiplicity and 
concentration of economic exchange gives an 
importance to the means of exchange which 
the scantiness of rural commerce would not 
have allowed. Money economy and the domi-
nance of the intellect are intrinsically con-
nected. They share a matter-of fact attitude in 
dealing with men and with things; and, in this 
attitude, a formal justice is often coupled with 
an inconsiderate hardness. The intellectually 
sophisticated person is indifferent to all genu-
ine individuality, because relationships and 
reactions result from it which cannot be 
exhausted with logical operations. In the same 
manner, the individuality of phenomena is not 
commensurate with the pecuniary principle. 
Money is concerned only with what is com-
mon to all: it asks for the exchange value, it 
reduces all quality and individuality to the 
question: How much? All intimate emotional 
relations between persons are founded in their 
individuality, whereas in rational relations 
man is reckoned with like a number, like an 
element which is in itself indifferent. Only the 
objective measurable achievement is of inter-
est. Thus metropolitan man reckons with his 
merchants and customers, his domestic ser-
vants and often even with persons with whom 
he is obliged to have social intercourse. These 
features of intellectuality contrast with the 

nature of the small circle in which the inevita-
ble knowledge of individuality as inevitably 
produces a warmer tone of behavior, a behav-
ior which is beyond a mere objective balancing 
of service and return. In the sphere of the eco-
nomic psychology of the small group it is of 
importance that under primitive conditions 
production serves the customer who orders the 
good, so that the producer and the consumer 
are acquainted. The modern metropolis, how-
ever, is supplied almost entirely by production 
for the market, that is, for entirely unknown 
purchasers who never personally enter the 
producer’s actual field of vision. Through this 
anonymity the interests of each party acquire 
an unmerciful matter-of-factness; and the 
intellectually calculating economic egoisms of 
both parties need not fear any deflection 
because of the imponderables of personal rela-
tionships. The money economy dominates the 
metropolis; it has displaced the last survivals of 
domestic production and the direct barter of 
goods; it minimizes, from day to day, the 
amount of work ordered by customers. The 
matter-of-fact attitude is obviously so inti-
mately interrelated with the money economy, 
which is dominant in the metropolis, that 
nobody can say whether the intellectualistic 
mentality first promoted the money economy 
or whether the latter determined the former. 
The metropolitan way of life is certainly the 
most fertile soil for this reciprocity, a point 
which I shall document merely by citing the 
dictum of the most eminent English constitu-
tional historian: throughout the whole course 
of English history, London has never acted as 
England’s heart but often as England’s intellect 
and always as her moneybag!

In certain seemingly insignificant traits, which 
lie upon the surface of life, the same psychic cur-
rents characteristically unite. Modern mind has 
become more and more calculating. The calcula-
tive exactness of practical life which the money 
economy has brought about corresponds to the 
ideal of natural science: to transform the world 
into an arithmetic problem, to fix every part of 
the world by mathematical formulas. Only money 
economy has filled the days of so many people 
with weighing, calculating, with numerical deter-
minations, with a reduction of qualitative values 
to quantitative ones. Through the calculative 
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nature of money a new precision, a certainty in 
the definition of identities and differences, an 
unambiguousness in agreements and arrange-
ments has been brought about in the relations of 
life-elements—just as externally this precision has 
been effected by the universal diffusion of pocket 
watches. However, the conditions of metropolitan 
life are at once cause and effect of this trait. The 
relationships and affairs of the typical metropoli-
tan usually are so varied and complex that with-
out the strictest punctuality in promises and 
services the whole structure would break down 
into an inextricable chaos. Above all, this neces-
sity is brought about by the aggregation of so 
many people with such differentiated interests, 
who must integrate their relations and activities 
into a highly complex organism. If all clocks and 
watches in Berlin would suddenly go wrong in 
different ways, even if only by one hour, all eco-
nomic life and communication of the city would 
he disrupted for a long time. In addition an 
apparently mere external factor: long distances, 
would make all waiting and broken appointments 
result in an ill-afforded waste of time. Thus, the 
technique of metropolitan life is unimaginable 
without the most punctual integration of all activ-
ities and mutual relations into a stable and imper-
sonal time schedule. Here again the general 
conclusions of this entire task of reflection 
become obvious, namely, that from each point on 
the surface of existence—however closely attached 
to the surface alone—one may drop a sounding 
into the depth of the psyche so that all the most 
banal externalities of life finally are connected 
with the ultimate decisions concerning the mean-
ing and style of life. Punctuality, calculability, 
exactness are forced upon life by the complexity 
and extension of metropolitan existence and are 
not only most intimately connected with its 
money economy and intellectualistic character.

The same factors which have thus coalesced 
into the exactness and minute precision of the 
form of life have coalesced into a structure of the 
highest impersonality; on the other hand, they 
have promoted a highly personal subjectivity. 
There is perhaps no psychic phenomenon which 
has been so unconditionally reserved to the 
metropolis as has the blasé attitude. The blasé 
attitude results first from the rapidly changing 
and closely compressed contrasting stimulations 
of the nerves. From this, the enhancement of 

metropolitan intellectuality, also, seems origi-
nally to stem. Therefore, stupid people who are 
not intellectually alive in the first place usually 
are not exactly blasé A life in boundless pursuit of 
pleasure makes one blasé because it agitates the 
nerves to their strongest reactivity for such a long 
time that they finally cease to react at all. In the 
same way, through the rapidity and contradicto-
riness of their changes, more harmless impres-
sions force such violent responses, tearing the 
nerves so brutally hither and thither that their 
last reserves of strength are spent; and if one 
remains in the same milieu they have no time to 
gather new strength. An incapacity thus emerges 
to react to new sensations with the appropriate 
energy. This constitutes that blasé attitude which, 
in fact, every metropolitan child shows when 
compared with children of quieter and less 
changeable milieus.

This physiological source of the metropolitan 
blasé attitude is joined by another source which 
flows from the money economy. The essence of 
the blasé attitude consists in the blunting of dis-
crimination. This does not mean that the objects 
are not perceived, as is the case with the half-wit, 
but rather that the meaning and differing values 
of things, and thereby the things themselves, are 
experienced as insubstantial. They appear to the 
blasé person in an evenly flat and gray tone; no 
one object deserves preference over any other. 
This mood is the faithful subjective reflection of 
the completely internalized money economy. By 
being the equivalent to all the manifold things in 
one and the same way, money becomes the most 
frightful leveler. For money expresses all qualita-
tive differences of things in terms of “how much?” 
Money, with all its colorlessness and indifference, 
becomes the common denominator of all values; 
irreparably it hollows out the core of things, their 
individuality, their specific value, and their 
incomparability. All things float with equal spe-
cific gravity in the constantly moving stream of 
money. All things lie on the same level and differ 
from one another only in the size of the area 
which they cover. In the individual case this col-
oration, or rather discoloration, of things through 
their money equivalence may be unnoticeably 
minute. However, through the relations of the 
rich to the objects to be had for money, perhaps 
even through the total character which the men-
tality of the contemporary public everywhere 
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imparts to these objects, the exclusively pecuni-
ary evaluation of objects has become quite con-
siderable. The large cities, the main seats of the 
money exchange, bring the purchasability of 
things to the fore much more impressively than 
do smaller localities. That is why cities are also 
the genuine locale of the blasé attitude. In the 
blasé attitude the concentration of men and 
things stimulate the nervous system of the indi-
vidual to its highest achievement so that it attains 
its peak. Through the mere quantitative intensifi-
cation of the same conditioning factors this 
achievement is transformed into its opposite and 
appears in the peculiar adjustment of the blasé 
attitude. In this phenomenon the nerves find in 
the refusal to react to their stimulation the last 
possibility of accommodating to the contents and 
forms of metropolitan life. The self-preservation 
of certain personalities is brought at the price of 
devaluating the whole objective world, a devalu-
ation which in the end unavoidably drags one’s 
own personality down into a feeling of the same 
worthlessness.

Whereas the subject of this form of existence 
has to come to terms with it entirely for himself, 
his self-preservation in the face of the large city 
demands from him a no less negative behavior of 
a social nature. This mental attitude of 
metropolitans toward one another we may 
designate, from a formal point of view, as reserve. 
If so many inner reactions were responses to the 
continuous external contacts with innumerable 
people as are those in the small town, where one 
knows almost everybody one meets and where 
one has a positive relation to almost everyone, 
one would be completely atomized internally and 
come to an unimaginable psychic state. Partly 
this psychological fact, partly the right to distrust 
which men have in the face of the touch-and-go 
elements of metropolitan life, necessitates our 
reserve. As a result of this reserve we frequently 
do not even know by sight those who have been 
our neighbors for years. And it is this reserve 
which in the eyes of the small-town people 
makes us appear to be cold and heartless. Indeed, 
if I do not deceive myself, the inner aspect of this 
outer reserve is not only indifference but, more 
often than we are aware, it is a slight aversion, a 
mutual strangeness and repulsion, which will 
break into hatred and fight at the moment of a 
closer contact, however caused. The whole inner 

organization of such an extensive communicative 
life rests upon an extremely varied hierarchy of 
sympathies, indifferences, and aversions of the 
briefest as well as of the most permanent nature. 
The sphere of indifference in this hierarchy is not 
as large as might appear on the surface. Our 
psychic activity still responds to almost every 
impression of somebody else with a somewhat 
distinct feeling. The unconscious, fluid and 
changing character of this impression seems to 
result in a state of indifference. Actually this 
indifference would be just as unnatural as the 
diffusion of indiscriminate mutual suggestion 
would be unbearable. From both these typical 
dangers of the metropolis, indifference and 
indiscriminate suggestibility, antipathy protects 
us. A latent antipathy and the preparatory stage 
of practical antagonism effect the distances and 
aversions without which this mode of life could 
not at all be led. The extent and the mixture of 
this style of life, the rhythm of its emergence and 
disappearance, the forms in which it is satisfied—
all these, with the unifying motives in the 
narrower sense, form the inseparable whole of 
the metropolitan style of life. What appears in the 
metropolitan style of life directly as dissociation 
is in reality only one of its elemental forms of 
socialization.

This reserve with its overtone of hidden aver-
sion appears in turn as the form or the cloak of a 
more general mental phenomenon of the metrop-
olis: it grants to the individual a kind and an 
amount of personal freedom which has no anal-
ogy whatsoever under other conditions. The 
metropolis goes back to one of the large develop-
mental tendencies of social life as such, to one of 
the few tendencies for which an approximately 
universal formula can be discovered. The earliest 
phase of social formations found in historical as 
well as in contemporary social structures is this: a 
relatively small circle firmly closed against neigh-
boring, strange, or in some way antagonistic cir-
cles. However, this circle is closely coherent and 
allows its individual members only a narrow field 
for the development of unique qualities and free, 
self-responsible movements. Political and kinship 
groups, parties and religious associations begin in 
this way. The self-preservation of very young asso-
ciations requires the establishment of strict bound-
aries and a centripetal unity. Therefore they cannot 
allow the individual freedom and unique inner 
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and outer development. From this stage social 
development proceeds at once in two different, yet 
corresponding, directions. To the extent to which 
the group grows—numerically, spatially, in signif-
icance and in content of life—to the same degree 
the group’s direct, inner unity loosens, and the 
rigidity of the original demarcation against others 
is softened through mutual relations and connec-
tions. At the same time, the individual gains free-
dom of movement, far beyond the first jealous 
delimitation. The individual also gains a specific 
individuality to which the division of labor in the 
enlarged group gives both occasion and necessity. 
The state and Christianity, guilds and political 
parties, and innumerable other groups have devel-
oped according to this formula, however much, of 
course, the special conditions and forces of the 
respective groups have modified the general 
scheme. This scheme seems to me distinctly 
recognizable also in the evolution of individuality 
within urban life. The small-town life in Antiquity 
and in the Middle Ages set barriers against move-
ment and relations of the individual toward the 
outside, and it set up barriers against individual 
independence and differentiation within the indi-
vidual self. These barriers were such that under 
them modern man could not have breathed. Even 
today a metropolitan man who is placed in a small 
town feels a restriction similar, at least, in kind. 
The smaller the circle which forms our milieu is, 
and the more restricted those relations to others 
are which dissolve the boundaries of the individ-
ual, the more anxiously the circle guards the 
achievements, the conduct of life, and the outlook 
of the individual, and the more readily a quantita-
tive and qualitative specialization would break up 
the framework of the whole little circle.

It is not only the immediate size of the area 
and the number of persons which, because of the 
universal historical correlation between the 
enlargement of the circle and the personal inner 
and outer freedom, has made the metropolis the 
locale of freedom. It is rather in transcending this 

visible expanse that any given city becomes the 
seat of cosmopolitanism. The horizon of the city 
expands in a manner comparable to the way in 
which wealth develops; a certain amount of prop-
erty increases in a quasi-automatical way in ever 
more rapid progression. As soon as a certain limit 
has been passed, the economic, personal, and 
intellectual relations of the citizenry, the sphere of 
intellectual predominance of the city over its hin-
terland, grow as in geometrical progression. 
Every gain in dynamic extension becomes a step, 
not for an equal, but for a new and larger exten-
sion. From every thread spinning out of the city, 
ever new threads grow as if by themselves, just as 
within the city the unearned increment of ground 
rent, through the mere increase in communica-
tion, brings the owner automatically increasing 
profits. At this point, the quantitative aspect of 
life is transformed directly into qualitative traits 
of character. The sphere of life of the small town 
is, in the main, self-contained and autarchic. For 
it is the decisive nature of the metropolis that its 
inner life overflows by waves into a far-flung 
national or international area. Weimar is not an 
example to the contrary, since its significance was 
hinged upon individual personalities and died 
with them; whereas the metropolis is indeed 
characterized by its essential independence even 
from the most eminent individual personalities. 
This is the counterpart to the independence, and 
it is the price the individual pays for the indepen-
dence, which he enjoys in the metropolis. The 
most significant characteristic of the metropolis 
is this functional extension beyond its physical 
boundaries. And this efficacy reacts in turn and 
gives weight, importance, and responsibility to 
metropolitan life. Man does not end with the 
limits of his body or the area comprising his 
immediate activity. Rather is the range of the 
person constituted by the sum of effects emanat-
ing from him temporally and spatially. In the 
same way, a city consists of its total effects which 
extend beyond its immediate confines.
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